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ABSTRACT

Microwave reactors offer convenience in sealed tube, high temperature reactions that can

lower reaction time, increasing the value of certain synthetic procedures. Benzylation of alcohols,

carboxylic acids and arenes using 2-benzyloxy-1-methylpyridinium triflate (BnOPT) translates

smoothly from conventional heating to a microwave-heated method in trifluorotoluene at 120 °C.

Use of BnOPT avoids typical highly acidic and highly basic conditions of Benzylation, and

compared to the analogous reaction in an oil bath is completed in 20 minutes as opposed to 24

hours.

In addition to shortening reaction times, 2-benzyloxy-1-methylpyridinium tetrakis(3, 5-

bistrifluoromethylphenyl) borate (BnOPB), an analog of BnOPT, strongly supports the existence

of microwave effects in homogeneous solutions despite widespread skepticism. Inspired by several

unexplained observations in the area of microwave chemistry, we hypothesized that microwave

effects would most likely be observed with a thermally-activated, highly polar (microwave-

absorbing) reagent dissolved in a largely nonpolar (microwave transparent) solvent. Applied

microwave energy is selectively absorbed by BnOPB leading to Friedel-Crafts benzylation of the

solvent (toluene or xylene) that is not dependent solely on observed bulk temperature and which

cannot be reproduced in an oil bath. A reflux-controlled reaction circumvents the fallibility of

temperature probes which demonstrated an enhanced reactivity in a microwave reactor versus an

oil bath (36% versus 67% after 30 minutes). We have coined the term microwave-actuated organic

reactions: reactions for which there is clear benefit under microwave-heated conditions as

compared to an oil bath reaction of the same temperature.

Though using a solvent s physical property of boiling point, our data and conclusions are

still met skeptically. In a debate style series of essays in Angewandte Chemie International Edition,
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we defended our work providing further data to support our conclusions and pointing out fallacies

in the opposing essay denouncing our work. Three main points were addressed in our rebuttal

essay: 1) our conclusions were misstated by the opposing author, 2) our experiments were

inappropriately replicated and 3) the text of the authors essay and their supporting information are

inconsistent with one another. Each of these points is addressed in full detail below, but the biggest

issue raised by Kappe, et al. was that our refluxing toluene temperature was actually higher than

literature-reported boiling point under microwave-heating, which could certainly undermine our

conclusions. A quick analysis of the boiling point using a NIST-calibrated fiber-optic probe under

several conditions proved to liberate us from these claims.

It is clear to us that microwave effects exist, yet our desire to distance our work from the

controversy associated with the nebulous terms of microwave effects , athermal microwave

effects and specific microwave effects has led us to develop a new term: microwave-specific

thermal effects (MSTE). We define MSTEs as reactivity enhancements that are thermal in nature,

but cannot be replicated outside of a microwave reactor. It is our belief that selective absorption

of microwave energy by BnOPB in nonpolar solutions creates a temperature differential between

the bulk solvent and the solvent cage surrounding the reagent. Reactivity should thus be based on

the temperature of the microenvironment surrounding the reagent, not the bulk solvent

temperature.

Having shown that MSTEs exist, it became our goal to begin quantifying the extent of their

effect. First order kinetic plots were created from conversion data of xylene to benzylxylene in the

presence of BnOPB at varying temperatures from which Arrhenius plots were derived. An

activation energy of 30.2 kcal/mol and a pre-exponential value of 9.64 x 1013 sec-1 were calculated.

In conjunction with the Arrhenius equation (k = Ae(-Ea/RT)), kinetic data allows us to relate how
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observed changes can affect different variables of the Arrhenius equation that may approximate

the extent of observed MSTEs. Best results were obtained using external cooling of a reaction

vessel heated at high microwave power where we observed about a seven-fold increase in reaction

rate under microwave heating.

Success was shown in demonstrating MSTEs in another reaction: the conversion of allyl

p-nitrophenyl ether to 2-allyl-4-nitrophenol by Claisen rearrangement. The system was examined

under constant temperature, constant power and pulsed microwave heating. Constant temperature

conditions nearly completely hid MSTEs. MSTEs were clearly observed under constant power

conditions showing about a 4-fold rate enhancement. Best results were observed under pulsed

microwave heating which showed about a 9-fold rate enhancement.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.1 History of Microwave Ovens and Reactors

The advent of the microwave oven for use American households in the 1960 s allowed for

added conveniences in food preparation and reduced food cooking times. This development was

facilitated by Percy Spencer, an expert in radar tube design working at Raytheon. In the 1940 s,

radar (radio detection and ranging) was of critical importance in World War II. While working

near a radar tube actively emitting radio waves (a class in to which microwaves fall), Spencer

noticed his chocolate bar had melted, and in realizing what happened, he decided to study

microwaves for purposes other than for radar. Shortly thereafter, in 1945, he designed the

Radarange microwave. While commercially produced microwaves were available in the later

1940 s, it was only in 1967 that the first commercially-produced counter-top microwave model

was produced for home use.1

While household microwaves sped up the cooking and heating of food, the chemistry

community observed this convenience and likewise applied it to the heating of chemical reactions

in a rapid and efficient manner. Early applications of microwaves in the heating of chemical

reactions used standard household microwaves. Initial experiments saw trends like rapid heating,

increased product yield and in some cases, different product distributions. These results, though

exciting, lacked one thing: reproducibility. Household microwaves did not have the ability to stir

reaction mixtures for thermal homogeneity, or to monitor reaction temperature profiles or input of

microwave power accurately.2, 3, 4, 5, 6

To remedy this irreproducibility and continue to take advantage of microwaves in

chemistry, dedicated microwave reactors were designed starting in the 1990 s. These dedicated
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microwave reactors allowed for monitoring and control of reaction variables (temperature,

pressure, microwave power, etc.) leading to greater reproducibility of reaction conditions and

heating profiles. From early microwave reactors, modifications were continually made, evolving

microwave reactors in to those we see today with the ability to accurately measure nearly every

important variable, and to do so almost instantaneously.2, 3, 4, 5, 6

1.2 Microwave Effects

As stated, early dedicated microwave reactors were better than household microwaves but

still lacked some of the high-tech features seen in today s microwave reactors. These early reactors

were often used to speed up reactions conveniently using rapid heating of solutions in sealed

vessels to temperatures exceeding the boiling point of the solvent. As temperature increases, so

does reaction rate. But in addition to expected results of faster reactions, some unexpected results

were observed including different reaction products, reactivity exceeding temperature-based

expectations and different enantioselectivities. These observations led to the formation of ideas

that microwave reactors could have special effects that led to these unexpected results. Ideas on

the nature of these results ranged from a dipole-dependent stabilization of transition states to

increasing molecular motion, thereby increasing the number of molecular collisions, and thusly,

reactivity.3, 7, 8

Early microwave literature was ridden with claims of specific or athermal microwave

effects, yet often lacked rigorous control experiments and theoretical rationale behind the why

these effects occurred. In the later 1990 s through the 2000 s, many of these claims were debunked

as resulting from improperly controlled and monitored experiments.4, 5 In particular, the focus was

on improper temperature measurements, which were classically done using a built-in infrared

pyrometer reading the temperature of the outside surface of the reaction vessel. IR pyrometers

have been shown to be fallible when monitoring certain reaction systems and require proper
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calibration for various vessel sizes and compositions. With highly-absorbing microwave reaction

systems, the solution usually heats up very rapidly, while transfer of heat to the outer surface of

the reaction vessel is slower. This creates a lag between the observed and the actual temperature.

Many microwave manufacturers and laboratories have since moved to internal fiber optic probes

which directly and nearly instantaneously read the temperature of the solution. With these

considerations, it was found that nearly all reactions re-examined showed no observed microwave

effects.9 Therefore, previously observed effects must have been solely due to improper temperature

measurements.

Yet a small body of work remained unexamined or otherwise not refuted. Some reactions

simply could not produce identical results in a microwave reactor relative to those obtained using

an oil bath, regardless of how closely the microwave conditions mimicked those of the oil bath.10,

11, 12 It is this body of work that has inspired us to continue research on the area of unique

microwave effects. My work as a graduate student at the Florida State University under the

Direction of Dr. Gregory Dudley began with an introduction to microwave reactors by converting

a previously developed oil bath-heated reaction methodology in to a microwave-heated

methodology. After familiarization with microwave reactors, we used ideas founded in the physics

of microwave radiation to develop hypotheses regarding unique effects which microwaves may

impart. Initial experiments demonstrating microwave effects were largely based on conversion

data. My graduate research is rounded out with kinetic studies that allow not only qualitative

observation of microwave effects, but also introduce a method to quantify the magnitude of these

effects.
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CHAPTER TWO

MICROWAVE-ASSISTED BENZYL-TRANSFER REACTIONS OF

COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE 2-BENZYLOXY-1-

METHYLPYRIDINIUM TRIFLATE

Reproduced/adapted by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry.13

2.1 Introduction

Benzyl ethers and esters are ubiquitous for the protection of alcohols and carboxylic acids in

chemical synthesis.14 The benzyl group is inert to most common reaction conditions, yet it is

susceptible to cleavage on command using a variety of mild protocols. The synthesis of benzyl

ethers from alcohols has traditionally been accomplished under basic or acidic conditions (using

benzyl bromide or trichloroacetimidate, respectively). We recently offered 2-benzyloxy-1-

methylpyridinium triflate (1) as a complementary option using neutral, thermal conditions.15-18
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Figure 1. 2-Benzyloxy-1-methylpyridinium triflate (1), and benzyl ethers (OBn) optimally or

uniquely prepared using 1 (yield in parentheses).
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The advantage of using 119-22 for the benzylation of acid- and/or base-sensitive alcohols is

clear from literature reports in which its unique effectiveness has been noted (Figure 1).23-32 As

this reagent gains popularity, we considered it worthwhile to revisit our reagent development

efforts in order to minimize certain disadvantages. Namely, the prolonged heating needed to

activate the reagent can be detrimental to sensitive substrates, and the standard use of excess

reagent increases costs and can increase the formation of by-products, most notably dibenzyl

ether.17 We reasoned that these disadvantages could possibly by attenuated using rapid and

efficient microwave (MW) heating;7 reports of MW heating of ionic liquids8 fuelled our optimism

with respect to reactions involving 1, an ionic reagent.

2.2 Results and Discussion

MW heating of organic reactions has been associated with reduced reaction times and, in

many cases, higher chemical yields and fewer by-products, typically based on the ability of

dedicated MW reactors to produce (and reproduce) heating profiles that are difficult to generate

using conventional heating methods. The benefits of MW heating are most commonly observed in

systems involving polar solvents and/or solutes, which convert incident MW radiation into heat

more effectively than nonpolar solutes owing to higher loss tangents (tan d) for polar molecules.

Benzyl-transfer reactions of 1 meet these criteria, so we investigated a representative sample of

diverse substrates using MW heating that we had previously examined using conventional heating.

Specifically, we looked at primary and secondary alcohols, carboxylic acids, and electron-rich

aromatic systems, all of which are good substrates for benzylation using 1. We also tested the

benzylation of tertiary alcohols and phenols, which have been problematic substrates. In all cases,

MW-assisted benzylations were accomplished in comparable yield with dramatic reductions in

reaction times, as described in the following paragraphs.
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We first examined the benzylation of diethylene glycol, monomethyl ether (DEGME, 2a,

Eq 1). Our original protocol, developed for maximum generality, involves heating at ca. 83 °C for

24 h in the presence of magnesium oxide (MgO, an acid scavenger). The sealed vessel capabilities

of dedicated MW reactors make it convenient to heat reaction mixtures above the boiling point of

the solvent (PhCF3, b.p. 102 °C). After screening multiple sets of conditions, we settled on heating

at 120 °C for 20 min. DEGME, like other primary alcohols, is an excellent substrate for

benzylation, so one can reduce the stoichiometry of 1 and omit MgO as shown in Figure 2. One

can reproduce these conditions under conventional heating by immersing a resealable reaction

vessel in a pre-heated oil bath, but this protocol provides lower yield (89%) and is less convenient

that using the dedicated MW reactor.

MW benzylation of diverse substrates is recounted in Table 1. Primary alcohols DEGME

(2a) and the Roche ester (2b, a core building block for polypropionate synthesis) are shown in

entries 1 and 2. Roche esters 2b and 3b are prone to elimination under non-neutral conditions, so

the high yield in entry 2 is noteworthy. For substrates other than primary alcohols, it was necessary

to use two equivalents of 1 to achieve full conversion (entries 3 9).

Figure 2. Comparison between original conditions and microwave optimized conditions for the

benzylation of alcohols, carboxylic acids and arenes.
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a Conditions A: 2.0 equiv 1, 120 °C (MW), 20 min. Conditions B: 2.0 equiv 1, 2.0 equiv Et3N, 120

°C (MW), 20 min. Conditions C: 5.0 equiv 2j, 1.0 equiv 1, 120 °C (MW), 20 min. b Refers to

isolated yield of products, unless otherwise noted. c 1.2 equiv of 1. d Yield estimated by 1H NMR

spectroscopy; product could not be separated from Bn2O by-product. e 1.0 equiv of diethylene

glycol, dimethyl ether (diglyme) added. f 2.0 equiv of MgO added. g ca. 60:40 mixture of

regioisomers. h Yields in parentheses refer to benzylation using conditions reported earlier (Refs

15-18).

Table 1. Benzyl-transfer reactions of 1 with various alcohols, carboxylic acids, and other substrates

under MW heating.
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Thus, MW-promoted benzylation of other substrate types secondary and tertiary

alcohol, phenol, carboxylic acid17 and arene18 occurred with yields comparable to previous

reports but all within the shortened reaction time (entries 3 10). Note the selectivity for

benzylation of a carboxylic acid in the presence of an alcohol (entry 9), as reported previously.17

Selective esterification using 1 provides a convenient alternative to the use of diazomethane for

making alkyl esters. Non-polar benzyl ethers 3a-f could not be separated from dibenzyl ether

(Bn2O, a common by-product in these reactions15-18), so the reaction yields are estimated by

analysis of the 1H NMR spectrum after silica gel chromatography (entries 3 6). Interestingly, the

yield of 3d was improved by including 1.0 equivalent of diethylene glycol, dimethyl ether (entry

4). This additive had no effect on other experiments; the rationale behind the improved yield in

entry 4 is unclear.

Considering the cost and high molecular weight of 1 compared to, for example, benzyl

bromide, 1 is perhaps most attractive for the benzylation of complex, high-value substrates, such

as key intermediates in multi-step synthesis research (cf. Figure 1). Such efforts typically involve

lab-scale experimentation, which coincidentally is also the arena in which MAOS has had the most

impact (as opposed to chemical process or manufacturing-scale activities). Thus, MW heating

protocols should be widely applicable for activating the title reagent (1).

2.3 Conclusion

MW-assisted benzylation reactions using 2-benzyloxy-1-methyl-pyridinium triflate (1) are

reported. Representative substrates are benzylated upon heating either in an oil bath15-18 or MW

reactor, but MW experiments can be conducted conveniently at higher temperatures and at

dramatically reduced reaction times. For those considering installing benzyl ethers onto high-value

alcohols or carboxylic acids, we recommend using MW technology in the development of the

optimal protocol.
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2.4 Experimental Procedures

2.4.1 General Procedure for the Benzylation of Alcohols and Arenes

An oven-dried 10-mL microwave reaction vessel equipped with a magnetic stir bar was

charged with 2-benzyloxy-1-methylpyridinium trifluoromethanesulfonate (1) (1.2 mmol, 1.2 eq.),

, , -trifluorotoluene (2 mL) and alcohola,b (1.0 mmol, 1.0 eq.). The mixture was heated in an

Anton Paar Monowave 300 microwave synthesis reactor to 120 °C. When the internal temperature

of the reaction vessel reached 120 °C, the reaction was held for 20 minutes. After 20 minutes, the

mixture was cooled to 55 °C using a stream of compressed air and vacuum filtered through a pad

of celite. The celite was washed with diethyl ether (2 x 10 mL). The filtrate was concentrated by

rotary evaporation, and the light brown oil was purified by flash column chromatography on silica

gel to provide the benzylated products as described in Table 1.

2.4.2 General Procedure for the Benzylation of Carboxylic Acids

An oven-dried 10 mL microwave reaction vessel equipped with a magnetic stir bar was

charged with carboxylic acid (1.0 mmol, 1.0 equiv.), 2-benzyloxy-1-methylpyridinium

trifluoromethanesulfonate (1) (2.0 mmol, 2.0 equiv.), , , -trifluorotoluene (2 mL) and

triethylamine (2.0 mmol, 2.0 equiv.). The mixture was irradiated in an Anton Paar Monowave 300

microwave synthesis reactor at a constant temperature of 120 . After 20 minutes at 120 °C, the

reaction vessel was cooled using a stream of compressed air. The sample was then diluted with

distilled water (5 mL) and extracted with ethyl acetate (2 × 10 mL). The combined organic phases

were washed with distilled water (10 mL) and brine (10 mL), dried over magnesium sulfate,

filtered, and concentrated by rotary evaporation. The crude residue was purified by flash column

chromatography on silica gel to provide the benzyl ester product as described in Table 1.
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2.5 Supporting Information

2.5.1 1H NMR Characterization Data for Previously Uncharacterized Molecules

2-Phenyl-2 Benzyloxy butane (3f*): 1HNMR (400MHz, CDCl3)  7.26-7.23 (m, 10H),

4.32-4.18 (dd, J = 56 Hz, 1H), 1.91-1.86 (m, 2H), 1.61 (s, 3H), 0.84-0.80(m, 3H). 13C NMR (75

MHz, CDCl3)  145.38, 139.60, 128.42, 128.27, 128.12, 127.80, 127.65, 127.24, 127.09, 126.79,

126.32, 79.65, 72.13, 64.50, 35.51, 23.15, 8.44. IR 3062.36, 3029.89, 2936.10, 2975.55, 2878.42,

1602.71, 1494.87, 1446.73, 1381.34, 1295.97, 1229.74, 1156.91, 1130.84, 1088.65, 1063.32,

1027.25, 986.71, 892.06, 759.75, 732.12, 694.58.

3-Benzyloxy-3-methyl-butyne (3g): 1HNMR (400MHz, CDCl3)  7.39- 7.26 (m, 5H),

4.64 (s, 1H), 2.48 (s, 1H), 1.56 (s, 9H). 13C NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3)  138.85, 128.30, 127.73,

127.38, 86.08, 72.23, 70.47, 66.52, 28.84. IR 3032.22, 2985.75, 2936.01, 2867.77, 1605.69,

1497.72, 1454.38, 1380.38, 1360.84,1227.10, 1186.83, 1157.05, 1085.15, 1052.00, 1028.56,

1002.92, 942.42, 883.03,734.45, 710.56, 694.47
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2.5.2 1H NMR Spectra

Figure 3. 1H NMR spectrum of diethylene glycol benzyl methyl ether (3a).
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Figure 4. 1H NMR spectrum of methyl (2R)-3-(benzyloxy)-2-methylpropionate (3b).
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Figure 5. 1H NMR spectrum of benzyl -methylbenzylether (3c) with dibenzyl ether impurity.
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Figure 6. 1H NMR spectrum of (1R,2S,5R)-(-)-o-benzylmenthol (3d) and dibenzyl ether impurity.
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Figure 7. 1H NMR spectrum of 4-benzyloxybiphenyl (3e) and dibenzyl ether impurity.
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Figure 8. 1H NMR spectrum of 2-benzyloxy-2-phenylbutane (3f) and dibenzyl ether impurity.
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Figure 9. 1H NMR spectrum of 2-benzyloxy-2-methyl-1-butyne (3g).
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Figure 10. 1H NMR spectrum of benzyl benzoate (3h).
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Figure 11. 1H NMR spectrum of benzyl N-(t-butoxycarbonyl)-L-serinate (3i).
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Figure 12. 1H NMR spectrum of benzylanisole as a mixture of regioisomers (3j).
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CHAPTER THREE

ON THE RATIONAL DESIGN OF MICROWAVE-ACTUATED ORGANIC

REACTIONS

Reproduced/adapted by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry.33

3.1 Introduction

Microwave heating of organic reactions has become increasingly common in recent years,2,

3, 34 yet the fundamental principles remain controversial. Some have invoked loosely defined

microwave effects  to explain higher reaction rates and yields sometimes observed in microwave

(MW) reactions, as recently reviewed.4, 5, 6 The counter-argument is that advantages are wholly

attributable to rapid and efficient heating of the reaction mixture.35, 36 It has been rigorously

established for virtually all homogeneous MW reaction systems studied (thus far) that only bulk

temperature effects  are responsible for solute reactivity.37 The goal of our study is to define and

design microwave-actuated organic reactions: specific chemical reaction systems for which MW

irradiation provides a clear benefit over conventional heating in order to gain a maximum

advantage in chemical synthesis.

3.1.1 Microwave Dielectric Heating

Microwave heating of homogeneous liquids arises from the interaction of molecular

dipoles with electromagnetic radiation.7, 38 Molecular dipoles attempt to align with the oscillating

electromagnetic field generated by microwave radiation. As the field oscillates, the dipolar

molecules rotate, and the resulting molecular motion leads to collisions, friction, and release (loss)

of thermal energy. The magnitude of this loss i.e., the susceptibility to microwave heating

is quantified as the loss tangent  (tan ), which is known for many common solvents. Ionic

liquids8 and other free-moving polar solutes maximize the heating potential of microwave reactors.
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Practically speaking, the more polar the components of a solution, the faster the solution can be

heated in a microwave.

Dedicated microwave reactors are rapidly becoming standard equipment in chemical

synthesis laboratories. Such equipment enables controlled microwave heating 18 with sealed

vessel capability, built-in magnetic stirring, and computerized analysis and control over power,

temperature, and pressure. This level of control enables safe heating of reaction mixtures to

produce (and reproduce) optimal time, temperature, and pressure profiles.

3.1.2 Microwave-Assisted Organic Synthesis (MAOS)

Microwave-assisted organic synthesis (MAOS) can provide higher yields, shorter reaction

times, and changes in product distribution compared to conventional processes. Most of these

observations can be explained by rapid, efficient, and volumetric microwave heating of reaction

mixtures. In contrast, convective heating through the walls of the reaction flask is less efficient.7,38

Virtually any thermally promoted organic reaction can be conducted in a microwave oven,2, 3, 34,

and problems of scalability are being addressed.39, 40,41,42,43 MAOS is also considered attractive in

the context of green chemistry,44,45,46,47 although the actual advantages are difficult to quantify in

the absence of specific MW effects.47

Much of the work thus far in MAOS has involved the systematic analysis of known organic

reaction systems in order to document the positive effects of microwave heating. Best results have

been obtained in polar systems, which maximize the heat-transfer properties of microwaves. Good

results can also be secured in non-polar reaction systems by doping the solution with ionic liquids;

the ionic liquid acts as a molecular radiator  by efficiently converting incident microwave

radiation to heat.48-49 It is now clear that these systems benefit from the thermal effects of efficient
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microwave dielectric heating, which produces reaction temperature profiles that are difficult (but

not necessarily impossible) to reproduce under conventional heating.37

3.1.3 Central Hypothesis

This study focuses on the observed reactivity of polar solutes in non-polar solvents as

influenced by steady-state microwave irradiation (ssMWi). If dipole-dependent MW energy

transfer results in different average kinetic molecular energy for polar vs. non-polar solutes in

solution, then solute reactivity will be dipole-dependent as well as temperature-dependent.

3.2 Results and Discussion

According to the central design hypothesis, a system in which a highly polar solute reacts

in a non-polar (microwave-transparent) solvent could be MW-actuated. A thermally promoted

Friedel Crafts benzylation of toluene (solvent) from our 2007 report18 approximates these criteria

(Scheme 1): heating a mixture of benzyloxypyridinium triflate 120 in toluene at 80 °C for 24 h

produced benzyltoluene isomers 3 in 72% yield, along with N-methyl-2-pyridone (2).50 Rate-

determining unimolecular thermolysis of 1 followed by electrophilic aromatic substitution was

postulated, consistent with earlier observations15, 16 on SN1-like arylmethylations using

oxypyridinium salts.22, 51, 52,53

Figure 13. Friedel Crafts benzylation of toluene using triflate 1. Under thermal conditions (80 °C,

24 h), benzyltoluene isomers were isolated in 72% yield (ref 7, 38). In contrast, MW irradiation

promoted rapid but unproductive decomposition of 1, and no benzyltoluene was detected.
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However, this experimental result could not be reproduced in a microwave reactor because

triflate 1 is not appreciably soluble in toluene at room temperature. Under conventional heating,

the salt melts and/or dissolves within minutes upon warming, and the thermolysis and benzylation

events occur more slowly over the ensuing hours. Under microwave irradiation, the intensely

absorbing salt decomposed while the mixture was still heterogeneous (within minutes), and no

benzyltoluene was observed. This discrepancy underscores a difference between conventional

heating and microwave activation, but not in a homogeneous system and not in a way that provides

an advantage in chemical synthesis. Three limitations needed to be addressed in order to test the

central hypothesis:

1. Solubility: A soluble analog of triflate 1 was needed to produce a homogeneous reaction

mixture.54 After screening a number of counterions,

tetrakis[3,5-bis(trifluoromethyl)phenyl]borate (the BArF anion)55 was found to provide the

requisite solubility.

2. Selectivity: Benzylation of toluene produces a regioisomeric mixture that can complicate

product analysis. A symmetric reactant like p-xylene would not present this problem.

3. Solvent polarity: Toluene interacts with microwave radiation with a reported tan d value

(0.040) similar to that of methylene chloride (0.042). Non-polar aromatic solvents (e.g.,

p-xylene) are more transparent to microwave radiation than toluene.  A non-polar, MW-

transparent solvent is a critical component of the design hypothesis.

3.2.1 Design of a Microwave-Actuated Organic Reaction System

2-Benzyloxy-1-methylpyridinium BArF (BnOP BArF, 4, a soluble analog of 1) was

prepared by a metathesis reaction between triflate 1 and NaBArF. Homogeneous solutions of 4 in
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p-xylene-d10 enable comparative analysis of reactivity under conventional heating and microwave

irradiation.

In the initial experiments, we prepared identical samples comprising 10 mg of 4 and 2 mL

of p-xylene-d10 in quartz vials and heated them at a constant temperature of 80 °C in either an oil

bath or a dedicated microwave reactor. Figure 14 shows plots of conversion vs. time for these

experiments, as determined by 1H NMR analysis of aliquots taken at various times. These data

clearly show enhanced reactivity under microwave heating as compared to conventional heating

in an oil bath.

Figure 14. Plots of conversion vs. time for the thermal Friedel Crafts benzylation of p-xylene-d10

using BnOP BArF 4 (cf.Figure 15) at 80 °C in an oil bath (OB) and a microwave (MW).
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A qualitative observation from the microwave experiment provided an important design

clue. In the constant temperature control setting, the microwave reactor initially irradiates at high

power (up to 300 W) and then reduces power as the system reaches the desired temperature. We

noticed that much of the reaction progress seemed to occur early in the process, when the system

temperature was increasing and the MW power was high. Once the system equilibrated to the pre-

set temperature, the MW power dropped, and the conversion over time (qualitatively) seemed to

level off. This observation suggested to us that MW power is important for promoting reactivity

in this system, which inspired us to study the effect of ssMWi (constant MW power).

3.2.2 Effect of MW Power on Reactivity

The definitive experiments on which we base our conclusions involve a comparison between the

effect of conventional heating at a prescribed temperature with the effect of ssMWi for the same

time but at reduced temperature (Figure 15 and Figure 16). Conventional heating at 100 °C for 30

Figure 15. A microwave-actuated organic reaction, in which reactivity of a thermal reaction is

influenced both by temperature and MW power (irradiation intensity).
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min produced the expected products at ~25% conversion by 1H NMR analysis. In contrast, ssMWi

promoted up to 95% conversion within the same time frame. Most significantly, the measured

solution temperature of the latter (ssMWi) reaction mixtures never reached 100 °C! These key

experiments are described in the following paragraphs (and in the Supporting Information).

3.2.2.1 Conventional Oil Bath Heating

An open quartz vial containing a solution of 10 mg of salt 4 and 2 mL of p-xylene-d10 was

immersed in a pre-heated oil bath with rapid stirring. The internal solution temperature equilibrated

to 100 °C within 3 min, and heating continued for an additional 27 min (30 min total heating time).

Figure 16. Plots of conversion vs. time for the benzylation of p-xylene-d10 using BnOP BArF in

an oil bath (OB) at 100 °C or using ssMWI (constant MW power) at either 200W or 300W where

the average temperatures were 85 °C and 92 °C, respectively.
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Aliquots were removed every 5 min and analysed by 1H NMR spectroscopy (Figure 16). After 30

min, the ratio of 4 : 5 as measured by integration of the benzyl singlets was 75 : 25 (25%

conversion).

According to the central hypothesis, it may be possible to observe elevated levels of

reactivity under ssMWi without exceeding the aforementioned time and temperature parameters.

MW power settings of either 200 W or 300 W proved to be appropriate in our system.

3.2.2.2 Microwave-actuation (ssMWi)

Thus, open quartz vials containing identical solutions of 10 mg of salt 4 and 2 mL of

p-xylene-d10 were subjected to ssMWi (200 W or 300 W) with rapid stirring for 30 min; in neither

experiment did the bulk solution temperature ever reach 100 °C as measured by a calibrated

external infrared temperature probe. Analysis as described above revealed the presence of 4 and 5

in ratios of 10 : 90 and 5 : 95, respectively (Figure 16). Note that in the latter case, the final signals

for remaining starting material 4 were difficult to discern above the spectrum noise.

3.2.2.3 Temperature measurements

One of the challenges inherent to this type of comparison is measuring the bulk solution

temperature of reaction mixtures in a MW instrument without perturbing the system. We used the

external IR sensor that came standard with our CEM Discover Benchmate microwave reactor to

monitor solution temperatures in the MW. With proper calibration against an internal

thermocouple,56 this external IR probe has proven reliable for typical temperature measurements.

However, it has been argued that external IR probes may fail to capture certain internal thermal

events,44 and a more definitive measure of internal solution temperature would be preferable.
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We attempted to repeat these experiments using an Anton Paar Monowave 300 instrument

that comes with an internal fiber-optic temperature probe but does not allow heating of open

reaction vessels. The same MW power (200 300 W) applied to a closed vessel resulted in rapid

heating to temperatures considerably in excess of 100 °C.57 Therefore, the internal fiber-optic

temperature probe could not be used without significantly changing the system (open to closed)

and compromising the previously observed effect. Kappe described similar discrepancies between

open and closed vessels58 while evaluating the effect of MW irradiation on the formation of

Grignard reagents.59-60

Reaction conversion at reflux

Time (min) Oil bath (125 °C) ssMWi (300 W)

0 0% 0%

30 36% 67%

60 68% 86%

It occurred to us that the best way to ensure consistent internal temperatures would be to

use a fundamental physical property of the solutions: boiling point of the solvent. A custom long-

neck quartz reaction flask was thus designed and constructed to fit inside the CEM Discover

microwave and connect to an external reflux condenser. Identical solutions comprising 150 mg of

salt 4 and 30 mL of toluene61 were prepared in this custom quartz flask, which was equipped with

a stir bar and fitted with a large reflux condenser. With vigorous stirring,62 these solutions were

Table 2. Observed conversions of toluene to benzyltoluene upon heating a toluene solution of 4 at

reflux using either a pre-heated (125 °C) oil bath or ssMWi. A custom long-neck quartz flask

enabled connection of the flask inside the MW reactor to an external reflux condenser.
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heated at reflux63 either by immersing the flask in a large, pre-heated oil bath or by subjecting the

system to ssMWi at 300 W. Reaction aliquots were analysed by 1H NMR for conversion at t = 0,

30, and 60 min (Table 2). Consistent with our microwave-actuated reaction  hypothesis, the MW-

induced reflux produced a greater degree of reaction conversion (88% vs. 69%64) than refluxing

toluene in the absence of MW irradiation. The difference in reactivity between identical solutions

in refluxing toluene clearly shows that MW energy is an important variable.

3.2.3 Negating MW-Actuation using a MW-Absorbing Bath

An important design feature of this microwave-actuated benzyl-transfer reaction is the use of a

microwave-transparent solvent and reaction vessel, such that MW activation of the system occurs

Figure 17. Plots of conversion vs. time for the thermal Friedel Crafts benzylation of p-xylene-d10

using BnOP BArF while heating at 100 °C in an oil bath (OB) or in a propylene-glycol jacketed

flask (inset) in a microwave reactor (MW).
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uniquely by interaction with the reactive solute (i.e., salt 4). The significance of using a

microwave-transparent quartz vessel was tested in a control experiment involving a MW-

absorbing solvent jacket. Thus, two identical reaction mixtures were again prepared, each

containing a solution of 10 mg of salt 4 and 2 mL of p-xylene-d10. One vial was heated in an oil

bath at 100 °C, and the other was immersed in a bath of propylene glycol (Figure 17, inset) and

irradiated in the MW using a constant temperature setting of 100 °C (external IR sensor).

Propylene glycol is highly microwave-absorbing, so MW radiation is unlikely to penetrate

significantly into the reaction mixture.65 In this case, both reactions should proceed to similar

conversion, and indeed this is what we observed: ~50% conversion after 1 h, ~75% after 2 h, and

~90% after 4 h for both reactions (Figure 17). These data support our conclusion that enhanced

reactivity is best observed via direct interaction of MW energy with the polar solute.

3.2.4 Can the Observed Effects be Rationalized?

Selective MW energy transfer is well established; for example, MW reheating of coffee in

a ceramic mug is routine practice. The practical application of this selective energy transfer to

chemical synthesis remains elusive, although progress is being made. To the best of our

knowledge, Scheme 2 provides the first example of a homogeneous organic reaction designed

specifically for the MW that proceeds faster under ssMWi than conventional heating. Our

observations are clear, but more work needs to be done to provide a satisfactory explanation for

such observations.

Of the various postulates advanced to explain reported differences in MW reactivity,60 we

favour66 arguments based on the pre-exponential A in the Arrhenius equation [k=Ae( Ea/RT)].67-68

Chemical reactions arise from specific molecular collisions, which typically increase as a function
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of temperature but also result from incident MW irradiation. 69 The correlation between reaction

rate (k) and temperature (T) has long been established and quantified using the Arrhenius equation.

This equation also identifies a linear relationship between rate and molecular collisions (k A at

constant T). However, for a given reaction it is hard to separate molecular collisions (an effect of

specific molecular motion) from temperature (a measure of average molecular motion). If ssMWi

increases specific molecular motion in a dipole-dependent manner, then polar solutes will

experience more collisions on average than non-polar solutes, resulting in greater reactivity.70

3.3 Conclusion

The microwave-actuated reactivity of polar substrates in non-polar solvents can exceed

temperature-based expectations. The Friedel Crafts benzylation reaction described herein

provides a compelling example in which MW energy is an important variable for achieving the

desired reactivity.

There is considerably more work to be done in order to generalize these observations. Our

system represents an extreme case: soluble organic ions at high dilution on a small scale in non-

polar hydrocarbon solvents. It also seems to be important to provide an efficient outlet for releasing

extraneous heat from the system to the surroundings (i.e., by evaporative solvent cooling and/or

reflux).71 This system was designed specifically to test our central hypothesis and maximize the

impact of ssMWi on chemical reactivity. The conclusions and insights drawn from this study

cannot necessarily be extrapolated to all systems, but they can provide a foundation for the rational

design of new microwave-actuated organic reactions for strategic applications in chemical

synthesis. We will continue to explore this concept in other reaction systems and report our

findings.
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3.4 Experimental Procedures

3.4.1 Procedure for the Synthesis of 2-Benzyloxy-1-methylpyridinium Tetrakis[3, 5-

bis(trifluoromethyl)phenyl]borate (4)

NO

B

F3C CF3

CF3

CF3

CF3F3C

F3C

F3C

Sodium tetrakis[3,5-bis(trifluoromethyl)phenyl]borate (NaBArF, 2.29g, 2.58 mmol) was

added to a clean, dry 100-mL roundbottom flask equipped with a stir bar and flushed with nitrogen.

Separately, 2-benzyloxy-1-methylpyridinium triflate (BnOPT, 0.900g, 2.58 mmol) was added to a

clean, dry 250-mL roundbottom flask equipped with a stir bar and flushed with nitrogen.

Tetrahydrofuran was added via syringe to each flask (~50mL per flask). Each flask was heated in

an oil bath set at 40ºC and stirred. THF was gradually added via syringe until no solid particles

remained in either flask. Once dissolved, both flasks were opened, and the NaBArF-THF solution

was quickly poured in to the BnOPT-THF solution, using a magnet to prevent transfer of the stir

bar. The solution was again capped and allowed to stir under nitrogen overnight.

Figure 18. Structure of 2-benzyloxy-1-methylpyridinium tetrakis[3,5-

bis(trifluoromethyl)phenyl]borate.
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After stirring, the THF was removed under reduced pressure to yield a clear yellow oil.

, , -Trifluorotoluene (PhCF3) was added to make a clear, yellow solution with a precipitate. The

precipitate was removed by gravity filtration and recrystallization from the PhCF3 solution was

attempted by adding hexane. Too much PhCF3 was present to allow for an efficient

recrystallization, so the solution was concentrated to a smaller volume. Hexane was added until

the solution became cloudy and was then placed on ice. The resultant precipitate was filtered off

as a yellow solid. A second recrystallization from PhCF3/hexanes yielded a fine, shiny-white solid

in a 63% yield (~1.7g). 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6):  4.04 (s, 3H), 5.66 (s, 2H), 7.47-7.53

(m, 3H), 7.60-7.62 (m, 4H), 7.65 (broad s, 8H), 7.76 (broad s, 4H), 7.85-7.87 (d, 1H), 8.53-8.58

(dt, 1H), 8.72-8.74 (dd, 1H) ppm. 19F NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): -64.18 (s, 24F) ppm.

3.4.2 General Procedure for the Benzylation of p-Xylene in an Oil Bath

2-Benzyloxy-1-methylpyridinium tetrakis(3,5-bis(trifluoromethyl)phenyl)borate (10.0

mg, 0.0094 mmol) is added to a clean, dry ~6-mL lime glass test tube equipped with a triangular-

shaped or small cylindrical stir bar. To the salt is added 2.0 mL of p-xylene via syringe (2 x 1.0

mL aliquots). A heat gun is used to gently heat the test tube while stirring. Once the solid is

dissolved, a 3-drop aliquot is removed (using a 9  disposable borosilicate glass Pasteur pipette) to

ensure no reactivity prior to subjection to the reaction conditions. The test tube is then submerged

in an oil bath preheated to two degrees (ºC) above the desired reaction temperature the time of

reaction begins at this point. Three-drop aliquots are removed at the desired intervals according to

the prescribed conditions, returning any excess solution to the reaction test tube. Aliquots removed

are stored in small glass vials with a phenolic cap. After all aliquots have been collected, NMR

samples are prepared in 0.5 mL of DMSO-d6 and immediately analyzed using a Bruker 400, 600
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or 700 MHz Ultrashield NMR Spectrometer and processed with Bruker Topspin software. Other

solvents occasionally used include p-xylene-d10, acetone-d6, benzene-d6 and toluene-d8.
19-22

3.4.3 General Procedure for the Benzylation of p-Xylene in a Microwave Reactor

2-Benzyloxy-1-methylpyridinium tetrakis(3,5-bis(trifluoromethyl)phenyl)borate (10.0

mg, 0.0094 mmol) is added to a clean, dry, quartz 10-mL microwave reaction tube equipped with

a triangular-shaped or small cylindrical stir bar. To the salt is added 2.0 mL of p-xylene via syringe

(2 x 1.0 mL aliquots). A heat gun is used to gently heat the tube while stirring. Once the solid is

dissolved, a three-drop aliquot is removed (using a 9  disposable borosilicate glass Pasteur pipette)

to ensure no reactivity prior to subjection to the reaction conditions. The reaction tube is then

placed into a CEM Discover Benchmate microwave reactor. The prescribed reaction conditions

are programmed into the instrument using Synergy software as an open-vessel reaction allowing

for timed-aliquots to be removed without interruption of the experiment. The reaction is started

and aliquots are removed at desired intervals by inserting a glass pipette momentarily to remove

the correct approximate amount needed. Excess solution is quickly transferred back in to the

reaction vessel. Aliquots removed are stored in small glass vials with a phenolic cap. After all

aliquots are collected, NMR samples are prepared in 0.5 mL of DMSO-d6 and immediately

analyzed using a Bruker 400, 600 or 700 MHz Ultrashield NMR Spectrometer and processed with

Bruker Topspin software.

3.4.4 General Procedure for the Benzylation of Toluene in Refluxing Toluene in an Oil

Bath

2-Benzyloxy-1-methylpyridinium tetrakis(3,5-bis(trifluoromethyl)phenyl)borate (150.0

mg, 0.1410 mmol) is added to a clean, dry, quartz round-bottom flask with an elongated neck
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equipped with a stir bar. To the salt is added 30.0 mL of dry toluene via a graduated 60.0 mL

syringe. The flask is fitted with a condenser, followed by submersion in to a preheated oil bath

(125ºC or 145ºC). Timing of the experiment begins when the solvent begins to reflux. After

reacting for the prescribed interval, the round-bottom flask is removed from the oil bath

immediately, followed by removal of a three-drop aliquot (using a 9  disposable borosilicate glass

Pasteur pipette) as soon as the reflux line fell below the reflux condenser joint. NMR samples are

prepared in 0.5 mL of DMSO-d6 and immediately analyzed on a Bruker 400, 600 or 700 MHz

Ultrashield NMR spectrometer and processed with Bruker Topspin software.

3.4.5 General Procedure for the Benzylation of Toluene in Refluxing Toluene in a

Microwave Reactor

2-Benzyloxy-1-methylpyridinium tetrakis(3,5-bis(trifluoromethyl)phenyl)borate (150.0

mg, 0.1410 mmol) is added to a clean, dry, quartz round-bottom flask with an elongated neck

equipped with a stir bar. To the salt is added 30.0 mL of dry toluene via a graduated 60.0 mL

syringe. The flask is warmed gently with a heat gun while stirring to dissolve the solid. Once the

solid is dissolved, a three-drop aliquot is removed (using a 9  disposable borosilicate glass Pasteur

pipette) to ensure no reactivity prior to subjection to the reaction conditions. The quartz round-

bottom flask is then placed in the microwave reactor, followed by placement of the open vessel

microwave attenuator. A condenser is then fitted with a condenser, followed by subjection to

microwave irradiation (300W). Timing of the experiment begins when the solvent begins to reflux

(visible from the top of the instrument though the open-vessel attenuator). After reacting for the

prescribed interval, the microwave irradiation is ceased. A three-drop aliquot is removed (using a

9  disposable borosilicate glass Pasteur pipette) as soon as the reflux line falls below the reflux

condenser joint. NMR samples are prepared in 0.5 mL of DMSO-d6 and immediately analyzed on
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a Bruker 400, 600 or 700 MHz Ultrashield NMR spectrometer and processed using Bruker Topspin

software.

3.4.6 General Procedure for the Benzylation of p-Xylene in a Propylene Glycol Bath Within

a Microwave Reactor

2-Benzyloxy-1-methylpyridinium tetrakis(3,5-bis(trifluoromethyl)phenyl)borate (10.0

mg, 0.0094 mmol) is added to a clean, dry, quartz microwave reaction tube equipped with an oval-

shaped stir bar. To the salt is added 2.0 mL of p-xylene via syringe (2 x 1.0 mL aliquots). A heat

gun is used to gently heat the tube while stirring. Once the solid is dissolved, a three-drop aliquot

is removed (using a 9  disposable borosilicate glass Pasteur pipette) to ensure no reactivity prior

to subjection to the reaction conditions. The tube is suspended in a custom-made quartz round-

bottom flask filled with propylene glycol and equipped with a stir bar using copper wire (see

section 3.5.1. [pp. 39]). The round-bottom flask is then placed into a CEM Discover Benchmate

microwave reactor. The prescribed reaction conditions are programmed in to the instrument using

Synergy software as an open-vessel reaction allowing for timed-aliquots to be removed without

interruption of the experiment. The reaction is started and aliquots were removed at desired

intervals by inserting a glass pipette momentarily to remove the correct approximate amount

needed. Excess solution is quickly transferred back in to the reaction vessel. Aliquots removed are

stored in small glass vials with a phenolic cap. After all aliquots are collected, NMR samples are

prepared in 0.5 mL of DMSO-d6 and immediately analyzed using a Bruker 400, 600 or 700 MHz

Ultrashield NMR Spectrometer and processed with Bruker Topspin software.

3.4.7 Procedure for the Calibration of the IR Temperature Probe for Microwave Reaction

Vessels in the CEM Discover Benchmate Microwave Reactor

The desired reaction vessel to be calibrated is filled with propylene glycol and equipped

with a stir bar. The volume used is matched to the volume that would be used for solvents during
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actual experiments (vials- 2.0 mL, quartz roundbottom flask- 30.0 mL). The sample is heated using

microwave irradiation to approximately 120 ºC. After reaching 120 ºC, microwave irradiation is

halted and a thermocouple probe is inserted72 in to the propylene glycol. For vials As the

temperature gradually cools to 70 ºC73 according to the thermocouple probe, the instrument is

calibrated to read the same temperature. For the roundbottom flask As the temperature gradually

cools to 100 ºC according to the thermocouple probe, the instrument is calibrated to read the same

temperature. The reaction vessels are calibrated at temperatures close to the temperatures used

during actual experiments. Using elevated temperatures should help to increase the accuracy at

elevated temperatures. Once calibrated, the accuracy of the IR probe is tested by heating to 120 ºC

using microwave irradiation. Once at 120 ºC, microwave irradiation is halted and the thermocouple

probe inserted. The thermocouple probe confirms accurate temperature measurement at 120 ºC

down to room temperature as the propylene glycol gradually cools. No temperature discrepancies

are observed at any point during the cooling process.
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3.5 Supporting Information

3.5.1 Photographs Illustrating the Use of Custom-Made Glassware as a Propylene Glycol

Bath in a Microwave Reactor

Figure 19. Custom-made glassware illustrating the use of a propylene glycol bath to jacket a

reaction vessel to block microwave radiation from reaching a reaction vial.
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Figure 20. Custom-made glassware sitting in an uncovered microwave reaction cavity.
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Figure 21. Custom-made glassware sitting in a microwave reaction cavity with the attenuator in

place.
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3.5.2 1H NMR Spectra for Known Compounds in DMSO-d6

Figure 22. 1H NMR spectrum of 2-benzyloxy-1-methylpyridinium triflate.
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Figure 23. 1H NMR spectrum of Sodium tetrakis[3,5-bis(trifluoromethyl)phenyl]borate.
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Figure 24. 1H NMR spectrum of p-xylene.
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Figure 25. 1H NMR spectrum of 2-benzyl-p-xylene.
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Figure 26. 1H NMR spectrum of N-methylpyridone.

NO
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3.5.3 19F NMR Spectra for Known Compounds in DMSO-d6

Figure 27. 19F NMR spectrum of 2-benzyloxy-1-methylpyridinium triflate.
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Figure 28. 19F NMR spectrum of sodium tetrakis[3,5-bis(trifluoromethyl)phenyl]borate.
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3.5.4 1H and 19F NMR Spectra for 2-benzyloxy-1-methylpyridinium tetrakis[3,5-

bis(trifluoromethyl)phenyl]borate in DMSO-d6 (4)

Figure 29. 1H NMR spectrum of 2-benzyloxy-1-methylpyridinium tetrakis[3,5-

bis(trifluoromethyl)phenyl]borate.
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Figure 30. 19F NMR spectrum of 2-benzyloxy-1-methylpyridinium tetrakis[3,5-

bis(trifluoromethyl)phenyl]borate.
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3.5.5 Summary of All Reactions with Condensed 1H NMR Data

Figure 31. Summary of an oil-bath heated reaction of BnOPBArF in p-xylene-d10 at 80 °C over 240 minutes as analyzed by 1H NMR.
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Figure 32. Summary of microwave variables and conditions for the reaction of BnOPB in p-

xylene-d10 at 80°C.
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Figure 33. Graphic summary of temperature in the reaction of BnOPB in p-xylene-d10 at 80°C.

Figure 34. Graphic summary of microwave power in the reaction of BnOPB in p-xylene-d10 at

80°C.
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Figure 35. Summary of a microwave heated reaction of BnOPBArF in p-xylene-d10 at 80 °C over 240 minutes as analyzed by 1H NMR.
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Figure 36. Summary of an oil-bath heated reaction of BnOPBArF in p-xylene-d10 at 100 °C over 30 minutes as analyzed by 1H NMR.
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Figure 37. Summary of microwave variables and conditions for the reaction of BnOPBArF in p-

xylene-d10 at 300 watts of continuous microwave irradiation.
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Figure 38. Graphic summary of temperature in the reaction of BnOPBArF in p-xylene-d10 at 300

watts.

Figure 39. Graphic summary of microwave power in the reaction of BnOPBArF in p-xylene-d10

at 300 watts.
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Figure 40. Summary of a microwave heated reaction of BnOPBArF in p-xylene-d10 at 300 watts over 30 minutes as analyzed by 1H

NMR.
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Figure 41. Summary of an oil-bath heated reaction of BnOPBArF in p-xylene-d10 at 100 °C over 240 minutes as analyzed by 1H NMR.
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Figure 42. Summary of an oil-bath heated reaction of BnOPBArF in toluene at reflux over 60 minutes as analyzed by 1H NMR.
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Figure 43. Summary of a microwave heated reaction of BnOPBArF in toluene at reflux at 300 watts over 60 minutes as analyzed by 1H

NMR.
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Figure 44. Summary of microwave variables and conditions for the reaction of BnOPBArF in p-

xylene-d10 shielded by a propylene glycol bath and heated to 100 °C.
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Figure 45. Graphic summary of temperature in the reaction of BnOPBArF in p-xylene-d10 shielded

by a propylene glycol bath and heated to 100°C.

Figure 46. Graphic summary of microwave power in the reaction of BnOPBArF in p-xylene-d10

shielded by a propylene glycol bath and heated to 100 °C.
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Figure 47. Summary of a microwave heated reaction of BnOPBArF in p-xylene-d10 shielded by a propylene glycol bath at 100 °C as

analyzed by 1H NMR.
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3.5.6 Individual 1H NMR data- Oil Bath at 80ºC from 0m to 240m

Figure 48. 1H NMR data from a reaction of BnOPBArF in p-xylene-d10 heated in an oil bath at 80 °C: t = 0 minutes.
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Figure 49. 1H NMR data from a reaction of BnOPBArF in p-xylene-d10 heated in an oil bath at 80 °C: t = 10 minutes.
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Figure 50. 1H NMR data from a reaction of BnOPBArF in p-xylene-d10 heated in an oil bath at 80 °C: t = 30 minutes.
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Figure 51. 1H NMR data from a reaction of BnOPBArF in p-xylene-d10 heated in an oil bath at 80 °C: t = 60 minutes.
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Figure 52. 1H NMR data from a reaction of BnOPBArF in p-xylene-d10 heated in an oil bath at 80 °C: t = 120 minutes.
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Figure 53. 1H NMR data from a reaction of BnOPBArF in p-xylene-d10 heated in an oil bath at 80 °C: t = 240 minutes.
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3.5.7 Individual 1H NMR data- Microwave at 80ºC from 0m to 240m

Figure 54. 1H NMR data from a reaction of BnOPBArF in p-xylene-d10 heated in a microwave at 80 °C: t = 0 minutes.
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Figure 55. 1H NMR data from a reaction of BnOPBArF in p-xylene-d10 heated in a microwave at 80 °C: t = 10 minutes.
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Figure 56. 1H NMR data from a reaction of BnOPBArF in p-xylene-d10 heated in a microwave at 80 °C: t = 30 minutes.
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Figure 57. 1H NMR data from a reaction of BnOPBArF in p-xylene-d10 heated in a microwave at 80 °C: t = 60 minutes.
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Figure 58. 1H NMR data from a reaction of BnOPBArF in p-xylene-d10 heated in a microwave at 80 °C: t = 120 minutes.
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Figure 59. 1H NMR data from a reaction of BnOPBArF in p-xylene-d10 heated in a microwave at 80 °C: t = 240 minutes.
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3.5.8 Individual 1H NMR data- Oil Bath at 100ºC from 0m to 30m

Figure 60. 1H NMR data from a reaction of BnOPBArF in p-xylene-d10 heated in an oil bath at 100 °C: t = 0 minutes.
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Figure 61. 1H NMR data from a reaction of BnOPBArF in p-xylene-d10 heated in an oil bath at 100 °C: t = 5 minutes.
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Figure 62. 1H NMR data from a reaction of BnOPBArF in p-xylene-d10 heated in an oil bath at 100 °C: t = 10 minutes.
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Figure 63. 1H NMR data from a reaction of BnOPBArF in p-xylene-d10 heated in an oil bath at 100 °C: t = 15 minutes.
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Figure 64. 1H NMR data from a reaction of BnOPBArF in p-xylene-d10 heated in an oil bath at 100 °C: t = 20 minutes.
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Figure 65. 1H NMR data from a reaction of BnOPBArF in p-xylene-d10 heated in an oil bath at 100 °C: t = 25 minutes.
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Figure 66. 1H NMR data from a reaction of BnOPBArF in p-xylene-d10 heated in an oil bath at 100 °C: t = 30 minutes.
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3.5.9 Individual 1H NMR data- Microwave at < 100ºC (200W) from 0m to 30m

Figure 67. 1H NMR data from a reaction of BnOPBArF in p-xylene-d10 heated in a microwave at 200 watts at <100 °C: t = 0 minutes.
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Figure 68. 1H NMR data from a reaction of BnOPBArF in p-xylene-d10 heated in a microwave at 200 watts at <100 °C: t = 5 minutes.
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Figure 69. 1H NMR data from a reaction of BnOPBArF in p-xylene-d10 heated in a microwave at 200 watts at <100 °C: t = 10 minutes.
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Figure 70. 1H NMR data from a reaction of BnOPBArF in p-xylene-d10 heated in a microwave at 200 watts at <100 °C: t = 15 minutes.
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Figure 71. 1H NMR data from a reaction of BnOPBArF in p-xylene-d10 heated in a microwave at 200 watts at <100 °C: t = 20 minutes.
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Figure 72. 1H NMR data from a reaction of BnOPBArF in p-xylene-d10 heated in a microwave at 200 watts at <100 °C: t = 25 minutes.
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Figure 73. 1H NMR data from a reaction of BnOPBArF in p-xylene-d10 heated in a microwave at 200 watts at <100 °C: t = 30 minutes.
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3.5.10 Individual 1H NMR data- Microwave at < 100ºC (300W) from 0m to 30m

Figure 74. 1H NMR data from a reaction of BnOPBArF in p-xylene-d10 heated in a microwave at 300 watts at <100 °C: t = 0 minutes.
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Figure 75. 1H NMR data from a reaction of BnOPBArF in p-xylene-d10 heated in a microwave at 300 watts at <100 °C: t = 5 minutes.
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Figure 76. 1H NMR data from a reaction of BnOPBArF in p-xylene-d10 heated in a microwave at 300 watts at <100 °C: t = 10 minutes.
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Figure 77. 1H NMR data from a reaction of BnOPBArF in p-xylene-d10 heated in a microwave at 300 watts at <100 °C: t = 15 minutes.
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Figure 78. 1H NMR data from a reaction of BnOPBArF in p-xylene-d10 heated in a microwave at 300 watts at <100 °C: t = 20 minutes.
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Figure 79. 1H NMR data from a reaction of BnOPBArF in p-xylene-d10 heated in a microwave at 300 watts at <100 °C: t = 25 minutes.
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Figure 80. 1H NMR data from a reaction of BnOPBArF in p-xylene-d10 heated in a microwave at 300 watts at <100 °C: t = 30 minutes.
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3.5.11 Individual 1H NMR data- Oil Bath at 100ºC from 0m to 240m

Figure 81. 1H NMR data from a reaction of BnOPBArF in p-xylene-d10 heated in an oil bath at 100 °C: t = 0 minutes.
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Figure 82. 1H NMR data from a reaction of BnOPBArF in p-xylene-d10 heated in an oil bath at 100 °C: t = 10 minutes.
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Figure 83. 1H NMR data from a reaction of BnOPBArF in p-xylene-d10 heated in an oil bath at 100 °C: t = 30 minutes.
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Figure 84. 1H NMR data from a reaction of BnOPBArF in p-xylene-d10 heated in an oil bath at 100 °C: t = 60 minutes.
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Figure 85. 1H NMR data from a reaction of BnOPBArF in p-xylene-d10 heated in an oil bath at 100 °C: t = 120 minutes.
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Figure 86. 1H NMR data from a reaction of BnOPBArF in p-xylene-d10 heated in an oil bath at 100 °C: t = 240 minutes.
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3.5.12 Individual 1H NMR data- Benzylation of Toluene in Refluxing Toluene in an Oil Bath from 0-60m

Figure 87. 1H NMR data from a reaction of BnOPBArF in toluene heated in an oil bath at reflux: t = 0 minutes.
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Figure 88. 1H NMR data from a reaction of BnOPBArF in toluene heated in an oil bath at reflux: t = 30 minutes.
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Figure 89. 1H NMR data from a reaction of BnOPBArF in toluene heated in an oil bath at reflux: t = 60 minutes.
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3.5.13 Individual 1H NMR data- Benzylation of Toluene in Refluxing Toluene in a Microwave Reactor from 0-60m

Figure 90. 1H NMR data from a reaction of BnOPBArF in toluene heated in a microwave at 300 watts to reflux: t = 0 minutes.
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Figure 91. 1H NMR data from a reaction of BnOPBArF in toluene heated in a microwave at 300 watts to reflux: t = 30 minutes.
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Figure 92. 1H NMR data from a reaction of BnOPBArF in toluene heated in a microwave at 300 watts to reflux: t = 60 minutes.
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3.5.14 Individual 1H NMR data- Propylene Glycol Bath at 100ºC from 0m to 240m

Figure 93. 1H NMR data from a reaction of BnOPBArF in p-xylene-d10 heated in a microwave at 100 °C: t = 0 minutes.
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Figure 94. 1H NMR data from a reaction of BnOPBArF in p-xylene-d10 heated in a microwave at 100 °C: t = 10 minutes.
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Figure 95. 1H NMR data from a reaction of BnOPBArF in p-xylene-d10 heated in a microwave at 100 °C: t = 30 minutes.
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Figure 96. 1H NMR data from a reaction of BnOPBArF in p-xylene-d10 heated in a microwave at 100 °C: t = 60 minutes.
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Figure 97. 1H NMR data from a reaction of BnOPBArF in p-xylene-d10 heated in a microwave at 100 °C: t = 120 minutes.
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Figure 98. 1H NMR data from a reaction of BnOPBArF in p-xylene-d10 heated in a microwave at 100 °C: t = 240 minutes.
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CHAPTER FOUR

CORRESPONDENCE ON MICROWAVE EFFECTS IN ORGANIC

SYNTHESIS

Reproduced/adapted by permission of Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.74

4.1 Introduction

Angewandte Chemie recently published an unusual Essay by Prof C. Oliver Kappe and

co-workers entitled, Microwave Effects in Organic Synthesis Myth or Reality? 75 The major

point of discussion is an Edge Article we published last year in the RSC journal Chemical

Science entitled, On the Rational Design of Microwave-Actuated Organic Reactions. 33 The

Angewandte Essay  is unusual in its inclusion of 38 pages of experimental Supporting

Information,76 30 of which describe unpublished data from original experiments pertaining to our

work. These data are interpreted as conflicting with our report. We reject their alternative

interpretations of our experiments, and we discuss here how the new data from their experiments

in fact align with our conclusions.

In our Article, we provided an example of a microwave-actuated reaction system, which

we define as one for which MW irradiation provides a synthetic advantage over conventional

heating at the same temperature. We designed an extreme reaction system an ionic benzyl-

transfer reagent in a non-polar aromatic solvent77 and subjected it to extreme conditions:

constant MW irradiation at high power (300W). The design of the chemical system we investigated

was predicated on the concept of selective heat storage in the domains existing around microwave-

absorbing solutes in non-absorbing media at fixed (and typically high) applied microwave powers.

The design rationale was derived from the understanding of selective microwave heating obtained

from fundamental dielectric relaxation studies carried out by Richert.78-81 In such a system, the
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selective absorption of microwave energy by the solute will result in localized energy in the

solvation domain (i.e. effective temperature) that is higher than the surrounding medium. The

solute then acts as a molecular radiator,48, 49 transferring thermal energy to the bulk solution.82 If

convective heat transfer out of the domains is slow compared to the build-up of thermal energy

within the solute domains, then the thermal energy of the solute will exceed what would be

predicted based on the measured temperature of the bulk solution. As an extension of that work,

one can hypothesize that a microwave-absorbing reactant in a non-absorbing medium can

potentially realize product formation at rates in excess of what would be expected from

conventional heating at the same measured bulk temperature. Indeed, we observed reactivity

enhancements under MW heating compared to conventional oil bath heating in a benzylation of

xylene-d10 (Figure 99).

Prof Kappe and co-workers have challenged our observations and the underlying rationale.

In the Abstract, for example, they describe the existence of so-called specific microwave effects

Figure 99. Scheme 2 from reference 33 showing the differences in oil bath versus microwave-

heated benzylations of p-xylene-d10 using BnOP BArF.
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as highly doubtful. 83 They later conclude that our hypothesis, at least as articulated in the Essay,

ultimately proved to be unfounded.  In light of the extensive discussion and criticism of our

work,84 we take this opportunity to reply and address some of the issues that they raise. First,

however, I would like to thank Prof Kappe and Dr Golitz for sharing and discussing this Essay

with me prior to it being accepted and again in advance of the Essay appearing in print. I was

permitted to comment on the initial submission, and the manuscript was revised to address some

(but not all) of my concerns. The object of this Correspondence is to raise and discuss the residual

concerns. In the interests of brevity, we focus on three.

1. Our conclusions are misstated in the Essay, and theirs are inconsistent.

2. Our experimental conditions were not appropriately replicated.

3. The main text of the Essay does not match the Supporting Information.

4.2 Critical Assessment of Essay and its Supporting Data

4.2.1 Our Conclusions are Misstated in the Essay, and Theirs are Inconsistent

Prof Kappe and co-workers argue against the existence of nonthermal/specific microwave

effects , supposedly in order to refute our claims.85 However, we make no such claims. We are

convinced that nonthermal MW effects (as defined by Prof Kappe) have never been observed and

are highly unlikely to exist.86 The authors are making what is known as a Straw Man  argument87

here, in which they attempt to impugn our credibility by assigning to us an incorrect position and

then arguing against it. The word nonthermal  does not appear in our manuscript, but it is used

22 times in the Essay and twice more in the Supporting Information (SI).88 In the Essay Abstract,

for example, the authors conclude that, the existence of so-called nonthermal or specific

microwave effects is highly doubtful.  In the SI, however, they conclude that our results are
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explained by the well-known  specific microwave effect of solvent superheating.89 These

conclusions are mutually exclusive.90 Invoking a specific microwave effect to explain their

observations requires suspending any doubt as to the existence of specific microwave effects. The

answer to the Essay s titular question, Microwave Effects in Organic Synthesis: Myth or

Reality?  is the latter. The more appropriate question is, can microwave-specific effects be

exploited?

The actual conclusions presented in our manuscript are that MW-actuated thermal

reactivity can exceed temperature-based expectations,91 and that MW energy is a variable in this

extreme reaction system. We rule out solvent superheating  as a significant factor (see below)

and instead focus on the effects of solute heating, taking advantage of the differential energy

transfer properties of microwaves.

4.2.2 Our Experimental Conditions Were Not Appropriately Replicated

Prof Kappe and co-workers claim to have repeated our experiments, duplicating the

reaction conditions and experimental setups , and that no evidence for any type of specific or

nonthermal microwave effects could be obtained  (emphasis added92). We dispute these claims

and contend that the following are true: (a) Most of their experiments are different than the ones

we reported. (b) The changes they made to our experimental designs result in the suppression of

specific MW effects. (c) In the reflux experiments discussed below, the changes were explicitly

intended to suppress a specific MW effect. (d) Where their experiments correlate with ours, their

observations align with ours. We stand by our original conclusions.

The central experiments on which we based our conclusions are recounted briefly here (cf

Figure 99). Through a trial-and-error process, we arrived at a reaction system that, at least using

our equipment, heated very inefficiently under MW irradiation.33, 76,-77 We irradiated this system
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at full power (300W) for 30 minutes and observed that the ratio of product (benzylxylene 5) to

remaining starting material was 95:5 by 1H NMR. The measured temperature93 of the system

steadily increased at first and then stabilized but did not reach 100 °C. We then immersed an

identical system in an oil bath (preheated at 102 °C) for 30 min and observed that the ratio of

product to remaining starting material was approximately 25:75 by 1H NMR. It is important to

emphasize here that we used the constant power setting on our MW instrument, not the constant

temperature setting, for the MW heating experiments. We concluded that there was a significant

difference in the chemical behavior of the two systems, and we attributed this difference to the

application of steady-state MW irradiation (ssMWi) at high power in the former case.

Under the auspices of replicating these experiments, the Kappe lab employed MW heating

at constant temperature, not constant MW power, in stark contrast to the central hypothesis of our

work. More importantly, they used relatively low average MW power to heat their system, and

they got results similar to heating in the absence of MW power. A key factor in trying to exploit

selective heat storage is MW power (energy/time). The more MW energy is absorbed by the solute

within a given timeframe, the greater the potential for accumulating excess thermal energy in the

solvation domains. Alternatively, reducing the MW power is likely to reduce the effects of MW

energy. The Essay authors acknowledged using much lower MW power than we did, but they

failed to address the significance of this change with respect to microwave-specific effects. Their

rationale for changing the design was that their system heated more efficiently than ours.94 We

offered repeatedly to work with them to resolve this discrepancy, but to no avail.95 Regardless, the

differences in experimental design (high constant power vs low variable power) mean that their

experiments cannot be equated (or even directly compared) with ours.96
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Their observation of lower reactivity at lower MW power specifically correlates with one

of our control experiments. As described in our manuscript, we engulfed an identical system in a

propylene glycol jacket, which results in efficient MW heating by means other than direct

interaction with the solute. This jacketed system was subjected to microwave heating at 100 °C.

Foreshadowing what the Kappe lab later observed, we showed that rapid heating with a lower

average applied MW power suppresses the reactivity that is observed at high MW power.97 All of

these experiments reinforce our conclusion of the link between MW power and chemical reactivity

in this system.

4.2.3 Our Experimental Conditions Were Not Appropriately Replicated

We conducted a separate set of experiments in which we used reflux to define the solution

temperature. As before, we saw significantly higher conversion under MW-induced reflux than

when reflux was maintained by conventional heating (Figure 100, left). The Kappe lab performed

similar reflux experiments and also saw significantly higher conversion under MW heating than

under conventional heating, although these observations are revealed only in the Supporting

Information (Figure 100, right). In fact, their data are similar to ours, as indicated by the ovals

added to Figure 100.

Figure 100. left: Table 1 from reference33. right: Table S3 from the Supporting Information of

reference 75.
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In the main text of the Essay, the authors present an incomplete truth: conversions

[achieved using MW heating] were more or less identical to those achieved using conventional

heating  The Tables reproduced in Figure 100 present a more complete picture. Microwave

heating (dark solid ovals) resulted in significantly higher conversions than oil bath heating (grey

dotted ovals) in both of our studies.98 We concluded that this effect is real, and that MW energy is

an important variable in this system. The Essay authors do not argue this point; they conclude, as

we do, that there is an effect. They attribute these observations to solvent superheating,90 which

they describe as a well-known phenomena (a specific microwave effect)  (SI p30). According to

them, this specific microwave effect can be quite dramatic in that, the superheating temperature

can be up to 40 °C above the classical boiling point of the solvent. 99

Later in the Essay, the authors note, Key to achieving comparable conditions was the

use of boiling chips that prevent superheating under microwave conditions  (emphasis added100).

In other words, they altered our experimental design by adding boiling chips explicitly to

prevent what they describe as a specific microwave effect . It is incorrect for them to conclude

that, in our hands no evidence for any type of specific or nonthermal93 microwave effect could be

obtained. 101 In fact, they did obtain such evidence. They just did not present the evidence in the

main text of the Essay.

4.2.4 A Closer Look at the Question of Sustained Superheated Boiling

Can our observations be explained by the specific microwave effect of superheated boiling,

as suggested in the Essay? The general phenomenon of solvent superheating and the MW-specific

effect of superheated boiling are mentioned in footnotes 25 and 26 of our publication,33

respectively, but we did not consider them to be determining factors. The general phenomenon of

solvent superheating can occur upon heating of unstirred liquids, but it does not persist once boiling
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is initiated.102 The MW-specific phenomenon of superheated boiling, in which reflux is maintained

above the solvent boiling point, also is suppressed by stirring.103 However, the Kappe lab reports

an extremely fluctuating temperature profile ~10 °C above the standard boiling point of toluene

even applying vigorous stirring  (SI p14, emphasis added).

To our knowledge, this claim is without precedent. Several groups have studied MW-

specific superheated boiling10 or nucleation-limited boiling,105 but none of the papers cited in the

Essay describe a significant effect in a stirred liquid. Superheated boiling is known, but it is only

significant in unstirred liquids. For example, a comprehensive study by Chemat and Esveld

revealed that [f]or many solvents, the superboiling temperature under microwave irradiation can

be 10 °C to nearly 40 °C above the classical boiling point , but superheated boiling is suppressed

by stirring, boiling stones, and to a lesser degree by fiber optic probes and other mild perturbations,

as illustrated unambiguously in Table 2 of their paper.103 In the words of Chemat and Esveld, The

action of stirring practically removes all super-heating. 103

We now have precisely measured temperature data that correlate with the Chemat study

and that unequivocally rule out both solvent superheating and superheated boiling as confounding

variables in our stirred reflux reaction systems. We acquired an appropriate fiber optic temperature

probe and used it to monitor the internal temperature of reflux reactions in toluene (Figure 101).106

Identical mixtures of 75 mg of salt 4 and 15 mL of toluene were heated at reflux using a microwave

reactor under three sets of conditions: (a) no stirring, (b) stirring, and (c) stirring in the presence

of boiling chips.107 The unstirred solution (top line) initially shows evidence of superheating,10

then sustained superheated boiling with measured temperatures hovering around 126 °C. However,

stirring the solution (as we did in all of our original experiments) practically removes all super-

heating 103 and results in a sustained measured reflux temperature of 111.8 °C. The stirred solution
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with boiling chips was measured at 110.8 °C. The specific microwave effect of superheated boiling

may offer insights into other microwave heating phenomena, but it does not explain the observed

reactivity of this system (cf. Figure 100). Because our offers to work with the Kappe lab were

declined, we can only speculate on the origins of their fluctuating temperature profile .108

It is important to understand that these temperature measurements, regardless of their

precision, must be interpreted thoughtfully, because the system is not at thermal equilibrium.109

As a consequence of selective MW heating, individual solution components respond differently to

steady-state MW irradiation (ssMWi). The measured temperature reflects the average kinetic

Figure 101. Measured internal reflux temperatures of toluene experiments under MW heating

(300 W) without stirring (top line, green), with stirring (middle line, black) and with stirring and

boiling chips (bottom line, red) as measured by a Neoptix Reflex internal fiber optic thermometer,

calibrated between 150 °C and room temperature with a NIST traceable thermocouple with a

precision of ±0.001 °C.
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molecular energies of all solution components, but to a first approximation, only the solute absorbs

MW energy, and only the solvent evaporates and condenses. The measured solution temperature

a weighted average overestimates the thermal energy of the solvent and underestimates the

thermal energy of the solute.110 In this case, the measured solution temperature is slightly above

the boiling point of the solvent, and the observed solute reactivity significantly exceeds what would

be expected based on the solution temperature.

It was not our intention to parse the relative contributions of specific MW effects, none of

which is well understood, in our initial publication. Considerably more work is needed, including

perhaps development of new theoretical models, to quantify the impact of MW energy. Such work

is now in progress. Our original objective was to demonstrate an effect: that different chemical

behaviors can be observed from otherwise identical chemical systems depending on whether

conventional or microwave heating is employed. In this regard our results are clear: MW energy

is an important variable in promoting thermal reactivity in the specific system that we studied.

In conclusion, the new experiments that Prof Kappe and co-workers report in an unusual

Essay published in Angewandte Chemie75 are, by our interpretation, consistent with our

experiments published last year in Chemical Science.33 We rationally designed a system with the

expectation (hypothesis) of observing enhanced reactivity under ssMWi compared to conventional

heating. We observed compelling evidence of reactivity that we described as microwave-

actuated ,111 and concluded that our now-validated hypothesis can provide a foundation for the

rational design of new microwave-actuated organic reactions for strategic applications in chemical

synthesis.  Continued research in this direction should be fruitful.
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4.3 Conclusion

4.3.1 Additional Comments From the Co-Author, Prof. Dr. Al Stiegman

It is certainly the case that a significant number of prior studies that claimed a microwave-

specific effect were flawed due to the problem of accurate temperature measurement, and Prof.

Kappe, quite correctly, pointed this out in a number of publications, although it is important to

note that recognition of the problem greatly precedes Prof. Kappe s entrance into this field.112-114

For this reason, the problem of temperature measurement, which is typically due to the use of

external IR thermometers, is now well known in the field, and the number of claims in the literature

that are flawed by this error have diminished. In the particular case of our paper, which

unambiguously discussed and experimentally addressed the temperature problem, Professor

Kappe s conceit that we were somehow blithely ignorant of the problems of external IR

thermometers is, to say the least, disingenuous. More importantly, the fact that a number of studies

claiming a microwave-specific effect have been shown to be faulty is a necessary but certainly not

sufficient condition to dismiss the existence of such an effect. The fact is, microwaves heat in a

manner that is intrinsically different from convective heating, and mechanisms exist, consistent

with the fundamental physics of microwave heating, by which a specific microwave effect  can

potentially manifest itself. This effect is thermal in nature and arises from the selective heating of

molecules in solution. Our benzylation paper was an attempt to find reaction conditions under

which such an effect could be observed. Our reported enhancement of reactivity in the microwave

is correct and represents a direct observation of microwave-specific rate enhancement. As we

outlined in this rebuttal, Prof. Kappe s attempt to debunk  our effort is without merit, as he neither

accurately duplicated our deliberately chosen experimental conditions nor accurately determined
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the temperature in our refluxing solution. In my view, the problem with setting out to debunk  a

result rather than replicate it is that objectivity is discarded and science is little served.

4.3.2 Final Thoughts from the Corresponding Author

This Correspondence must not be viewed as a general criticism of Prof Kappe or the bulk

of his work in the area of MW chemistry.115 It is rather a defense of our work, which has been

publicly misrepresented and maligned in this Angewandte Essay.116 It is also a defense of a

controversial hypothesis that may have been prematurely dismissed by many in the synthetic

community: that synthetic chemists can harness MW energy strategically in ways not yet fully

appreciated. This hypothesis runs counter to the current conventional wisdom in microwave-

assisted organic synthesis, and it warrants further investigation as we seek better ways to exploit

the alternative heating properties of microwaves.
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CHAPTER FIVE

MICROWAVE-SPECIFIC ACCELERATION OF A FRIEDEL-CRAFTS

REACTION: EVIDENCE FOR SELECTIVE HEATING IN

HOMOGENEOUS SOLUTIONS

Reproduced in part with permission from the Journal of Organic Chemistry, submitted for

publication. Unpublished work copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.117

5.1 Introduction

From the seminal observations of Gedye118 and Majetich119 that chemical reactions can be

conducted in kitchen microwave ovens, synthetic chemists have been intrigued by the possibility

that microwave heating can complement conventional heating and provide specific advantages for

certain applications. Inspiration comes in part from food chemistry: certain foods and beverages

like popcorn, coffee, and bacon are often conveniently heated in a microwave oven, whereas

people may prefer that other items like toast, pancakes, and steak be prepared by conventional

heating methods. Microwave ovens heat by fundamentally different mechanisms than

conventional heat sources.81 The different heating processes (cf Figure 99) produce different

outcomes in complex food chemistry systems, for example, prompting some to wonder if

differences could likewise be observed in the comparatively simple systems involved in stepwise

chemical synthesis.

5.1.1 MW Effects and Controversy

With perhaps varying degrees of appreciation for the underlying dielectric loss processes,

chemists began seeking experimental evidence of novel MW effects in organic synthesis. Certain

early reports described rate accelerations of several orders of magnitude over conventional heating,

leading to (probably unfounded) speculation that nonthermal coupling of MW radiation with

molecules in solution can alter or reduce the activation energy of the reaction. However, there is
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no obvious quantum mechanical mechanism by which MW radiation can couple resonantly with

a molecule in a way that could accelerate bond-changing events, as Stuerga thoroughly addressed

in a series of early papers.86 Many of the reported observations turned out to be compromised by

flawed temperature measurements.121-122 As synthetic chemists have come to appreciate the

experimental challenges associated with measuring temperature under MW heating, claims of

dramatic and nonthermal rate accelerations have largely dissipated.11 It is most reasonable to

assume that MW energy must first be converted into thermal energy, and it is thermal energy

(molecular motion) that drives chemical reactivity.

Figure 102. Simulated thermal image adapted from the product literature of an early MW

manufacturer (Ref 120) illustrating differences between MW and convective heating after 1 min.
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While claims of incredible MW effects recede from the organic synthesis literature, there

remains an anecdotal lore associated with MW heating, as well as specific examples that are

difficult to dismiss as artifacts of experimental error. The Yamada lab has reported several

examples of enantioselective reactions in which MW heating has resulted in enhanced reactivity

compared to conventional heating at the same temperature (Figure 103).123-124 The accuracy of

their temperature measurements is underscored by the fact that they report similar

enantioselectivities in both systems. Enantioselectivity and rate usually correlate inversely, but the

rate/selectivity correlation is apparently somehow decoupled in the Yamada system.

Figure 103. Comparison of microwave and hot plate conditions for the enantioselective reduction

of a lactone showing enhanced reaction rate without an effect on enantiomeric excess demonstrated

by the Yamada lab.

Figure 104. Microwave-heated synthesis of azadirachtin in which pulsed microwave heating led

to higher yields than continuous microwave heating demonstrated by the Ley group.
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Pulsed MW heating (with intermittent cooling) proved advantageous in a key Claisen

rearrangement in Ley s synthesis of azadirachtin;12 intermittent MW heating was more effective

than continuous MW heating (Figure 104); MW heating was explored only after conventional

heating options were exhausted. We have investigated the impact of pulsed MW heating on aryl

Claisen rearrangements and found quantifiable traces of MW-specific thermal effects.125

Dieters reported a MW effect on metal-catalyzed alkyne trimerizations (Figure 105).126

MW-specific advantages for this and other metal-catalyzed processes, especially alkene metathesis

reactions, have been described127-130 and questioned.131 MW effects have also been documented in

the synthesis of metallic nanoparticles132-134 and on solvent molecules in proximity to a metal

surface.135

Dramatic MW-specific effects in heterogeneous systems (cf. food chemistry) are common,

including heterogeneous chemical synthesis and catalysis. Two significant examples are presented

here (Figure 106). The first is a study by Hulshof et al,59, 60 in which MW electromagnetic radiation

was shown to accelerate formation of Grignard reagents by magnesium surface energy-transfer

events that cannot be duplicated by conventional heating. The second was a recent examination of

the industrially relevant Boudouard reaction:136 C + CO2 2 CO. The highly endothermic ( H =

Figure 105. Comparison of microwave and oil bath conditions for alkyne trimerizations in which

microwave radiation induced reactivity while oil bath heating did not, even at higher temperatures

than in the microwave, as demonstrated by the Dieters lab.
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41 kcal/mol) production of CO becomes exergonic at high temperatures due to favorable entropy;

the equilibrium concentration of CO exceeds that of CO2 only at temperatures above 643 °C

(916 K). Stiegman and co-workers reported that MW heating of the solid carbon surface selectively

accelerates the forward reaction and lowers the temperature at which CO becomes the major

component to 213 °C (486 K).137 MW-specific carbon surface-activation events were postulated.

These examples illustrate the potential of MW energy to improve chemical reaction processes in

ways other than by bulk heating of the system, but the macroscopic heterogeneity of these systems

was critical to the effects in both cases. Our objective is to observe and quantify similar effects in

macroscopically homogeneous systems.

What many of these processes have in common is a MW-absorbing catalyst or substrate in

a less absorbing system, a combination that was recognized early on as being of some interest.138

This common profile of several systems for which MW heating apparently provides an advantage

is consistent with (and in some cases helped guide) the design of the focal reaction system of our

study. It is also consistent with current theory on the mechanisms of MW heating:

Figure 106. left: Arcing of Mg turnings exposed to MW irradiation. This energy-transfer event is

not caused by convective heating. right: MW-specific alteration of observed thermodynamic

equilibration between CO and CO2 in the Boudouard reaction).
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5.1.2 MW Theory

The conversion of microwave energy into thermal energy requires a medium that interacts

with and absorbs MW electromagnetic radiation in such a way that heat is generated.

For a dielectric (i.e., nonconductive, nonmagnetic) material, the MW thermal energy

conversion is macroscopically related to its frequency-dependent permittivity. Bulk permittivity

, the ability of a substance to transmit an electric field is expressed as the sum of its real

and complex components: =  + i . If no absorption is occurring ( = 0), then the real

component is equal to the dielectric constant, . The imaginary component characterizes the

dielectric loss, which is the source of heat. The dielectric loss tangent tan , the portion of the

electric field that is lost to heat is quantified as the ratio of the imaginary and real components

of the permittivity function: tan = / . The value of tan varies with temperature and the

frequency of the applied field. It is typically reported at 2.45 GHz, the standard frequency used in

kitchen microwave ovens. (It is important to bear in mind that the energy associated with this

frequency is insufficient to promote bond-cleavage events.86 As noted above, MW energy must

first be converted into thermal energy to promote reactivity.)

For molecules in solution, classic Debye theory139 addresses the MW energy loss processes

that result in volumetric heating. Molecular dipoles in solution rotate in response to the oscillating

electric field of the incident radiation. However, due to collisional processes in solution, the

frequency of the molecular oscillations is out of phase with that of the electric field. This results

in loss processes often thought of as frictional that generate heat. The quantity of heat

generated is related to the frequency of the applied field, the size and dipole of the absorbing

molecule, the viscosity of the solution, and other factors.
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For a homogeneous (and efficiently stirred) solution, such loss processes occur uniformly

throughout the system, enabling the rapid and efficient volumetric heating that is so intimately

associated with MW chemistry.7, 140 For pure liquids (single-component solutions), all molecules

are identically suited to interact with the applied field, and selective MW heating is impossible.

The same is effectively true for multi-component solutions in which the solvent (major solution

component) strongly absorbs MW energy, such as reactions conducted in high tan solvents like

DMSO and NMP. Given proper stirring, thermal homogeneity should be maintained throughout

the system.

A model for selective MW heating in solution: Richert and coworkers offer a model for

selective heating in slow-moving liquids using a low-frequency electric field.78, 79 Their model

Figure 107. Graphical illustration of the transient solvent cage domain  model for selective MW

heating of strongly MW-absorbing solutes in an otherwise MW-transparent system, featuring a

perturbed thermal equilibrium between solute and solvent where heat flows from the domain to

the bulk solution and then out of the system as seen in Refs 78 and 79.
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includes transient domains in which solute configurational temperature can be increased faster

than can the measurable bulk solution temperature (Figure 107). The energy of the electric field

does work on the polar solute within the transient domain, creating kinetic molecular energy that

eventually propagates through the liquid as heat.

We apply their model to MW heating of multi-component solutions in which the solvent

is nonabsorbing and a specific solute (minor solution component) is strongly MW-absorbing; the

transient domain is defined by the absorbing solute within its solvent cage. Multi-component

solutions are macroscopically homogeneous, but solvent cages produce transient heterogeneity at

the molecular level. According to Richert, local heating can occur in cases where absorptivity is

a spatially varying quantity. 80 As the solute absorbs MW radiation and converts it into thermal

energy, thermal equilibrium between the transient solvent cage domains and the bulk solution is

perturbed. The solvent cage domain temperature will be higher than what can be thermometrically

recorded as the bulk temperature. The temperature inside the solvent cage will be effectively higher

than the measurable temperature of the bulk solution.

This local-heating model is conceptually similar to temperature sculpting in yoctoliter

volumes  using laser photoexcitation of gold nanoparticles, as described last year by Reiner et

al,141 and it rationalizes the previously cited concept of molecular radiators,48, 142, 143 in which MW-

specific heating of a polar solute results in bulk heating of the otherwise non- absorbing solution.

We define a molecular radiator in the context of MW chemistry as a strongly absorbing solute

that converts applied MW energy into thermal energy, generating heat in an otherwise poorly

MW-absorbing system. As heat from the molecular radiator flows to the bulk solution and

eventually out of the system to the surroundings, there will necessarily be a thermal gradient in

which the molecular radiator (e.g., within its solvent cage) is effectively hotter than the bulk
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solution, which in turn is hotter than the surroundings. The simple analogy is using a radiative

space heater to heat a room: the radiator must be hotter than the room to serve its purpose. This

MW-specific heating effect cannot be duplicated using convective heating.

The transient solvent cage domain  model provides an opportunity to design and exploit

MW-specific thermal effects in solution. If the MW-absorbing solute within its solvent cage is also

a reactant in a chemical process, and if thermally promoted reactivity can occur faster than thermal

equilibration of the solution,144 then selective MW heating of the absorbing solute and MW-

specific reaction rate enhancements should be observable. Observed reactivity would occur as a

function of the effective temperature within the domains, which would be greater than the

measurable temperature of the bulk solution. The term effective temperature  (Teff) is used here

to describe the average kinetic molecular energy of the MW-absorbing solute molecules. Teff

cannot be measured directly; it must be inferred by studying chemical behavior (e.g., reaction

kinetics).

5.1.3 Central Hypothesis

Our central hypothesis is that chemical reactivity of a MW-absorbing solute in an

otherwise-nonabsorbing system can be MW-actuated: accelerated using applied MW energy to

rates that cannot be duplicated by conventional heating to similar reaction temperatures.33

Central to this hypothesis is the distinction between thermal energy (heat) and temperature.

Temperature, an intensive property, describes the ability of a substance to transfer heat; heat is an

extensive property.145 For solution-phase chemical reaction systems, temperature reflects the

ensemble average kinetic molecular energy of the solution components. The relationship between

solution temperature and solute kinetic energy applies uniformly only if the solute and solution are

at thermal equilibrium. The experiments described herein are designed to perturb thermal
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equilibrium such that the average kinetic molecular energy of the MW-absorbing solute is higher

than what would be expected based on the macroscopically observable bulk solution temperature.

We envisioned testing our central hypothesis using a reaction system in which the reactant

of interest is highly and uniquely capable of absorbing MW energy, and any heat generated within

the system would emanate from this focal reactant. We designed a system (cf Scheme 1) in which

an ionic benzyl-transfer reagent16, 20 undergoes thermolysis, nominally to a phenylcarbenium

species, which then reacts with the nonpolar aromatic solvent in a Friedel Crafts substitution

process. Ionic species are typically strongly MW-absorbing, and our system was carefully

designed to exclude any other potential MW-absorbing materials. We ultimately selected nonpolar

p-xylene as the solvent (and Friedel Crafts coupling partner), employed custom-made reaction

vessels constructed out of MW-transparent quartz, and otherwise took efforts to moderate bulk

solution temperature while maximizing the selective heating of the MW-absorbing solute. All of

the reaction mixtures were macroscopically homogeneous and vigorously stirred throughout all

of the experiments described in this report unless otherwise noted.

Figure 108. Thermal Friedel Crafts benzylation, the focal reaction of this study, with key

experimental design parameters.
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5.2 Results and Discussion

5.2.1 First attempts

We had previously reported thermal Friedel-Crafts benzylation of aromatic solvents.18 A

heterogeneous mixture of 2-benzyloxy-1-methylpyridinium triflate (BnOPT) in solvent was

heated with stirring at 80 °C in an oil bath (e.g., Scheme 2). The salt dissolved upon heating, and

degradation of the salt coupled with benzylation of the solvent reached full conversion typically

within 24 hours. Thermal ionization of BnOPT to produce a phenylcarbenium-type species, 2-

methylpyridone, and triflate, followed by Friedel-Crafts alkylation of the solvent was postulated

as the mechanistic pathway.

Considering the ionic reagent and nonpolar solvents employed in this study, we imagined

possibly accelerating this reaction process by substrate-selective MW heating in homogeneous

solution. However, the initial mixture is heterogeneous. Selective MW heating of heterogeneous

systems is common, and in this case the ionic reagent selectively heated and rapidly decomposed

without ever going into solution. We needed a more soluble version of our benzyl-transfer reagent.

Figure 109. Previously reported thermal Friedel Crafts reaction (cf. Ref 18).
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5.2.2 Making a Soluble Salt

A series of analogues was prepared and crudely screened for enhanced solubility. The salt

was stirred in toluene at either room temperature or at 35 °C and then allowed to settle to the

bottom of the flask. An aliquot was then removed and concentrated under reduced pressure, and

the mass of residue was then correlated crudely with solubility. The commercially available triflate

salt (BnOPT) was sparingly soluble in toluene at 35 °C. Increasing the size (and hydrophobicity)

of the heterocycle (e.g., quinoline derivatives)51 correlated with enhanced solubility in toluene, but

the counter-anion seemed to have a larger effect. Whereas the tetrafluoroborate salt of 2-

benzyloxy-1-methylpyridinium was practically insoluble, the larger and more hydrophobic

tetrakis[3,5-bis(trifluoromethyl)phenyl]borate counterion (BArF)55 enhanced solubility to the

point at which homogeneous solutions in toluene and other aromatic solvents could be achieved

by stirring in a warm water bath.

The experiments described below involved heating identical solutions of 2-benzyloxy-1-

methylpyridinium tetrakis[3,5-bis(trifluoromethyl)phenyl]borate (BnOPB, Figure 110) in either a

pre-heated oil bath or a MW reactor. In each case, the mixture of salt and solvent was warmed

with stirring until a homogeneous solution was obtained before starting the comparative heating

Figure 110. 2-Benzyloxy-1-methylpyridinium tetrakis[3,5-bis(trifluoromethyl)phenyl]borate

(BnOPB), the reactive and MW-absorbing solute employed in these experiments.
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experiments. In this manner we were able to circumvent MW-specific but unproductive

decomposition of the ionic substrate in the initial heterogeneous mixture, and focus on MW-

specific effects on the homogeneous solutions.

5.2.3 Preliminary Experiments at Constant Temperature: Observations and Complications

Our initial experiments involved heating homogeneous solutions of BnOPB in p-xylene-

d10 at 80 °C in either a MW reactor or an oil bath. We monitored the reaction progression over

time by analyzing small aliquots by 1H NMR spectroscopy. We chose p-xylene as the solvent

because of its symmetrical structure and convenient chemical properties (reactivity, boiling point,

etc). Due to its symmetrical structure, p-xylene is non-polar and less MW-absorbing that non-

symmetrically substituted arenes, and it reacts with phenylcarbenium to produce a single product,

which simplified the analysis.

Our initial observations were intriguing but problematic. Figure 111 (left) illustrates

reaction conversion over time for an experiment in a pre-heated oil bath (80 °C) and one in a CEM

Discover MW reactor programmed to heat at 80 °C (constant temperature mode). The MW reactor

automatically employs a feedback loop that varies MW power to establish and maintain the

prescribed temperature. In the MW experiment we saw evidence of dramatically enhanced

reactivity at the early stages of the reaction, but attempts to repeat this reactivity profile produced

erratic and variable results. We could not draw concrete conclusions from these experiments.

The reproducibility problems with this MW experiment stem from using variable MW

power to try to achieve a prescribed reaction temperature. Constant temperature mode is

convenient for MW-assisted organic synthesis, particularly when adapting procedures developed

under conventional heating conditions. However, overreliance on constant temperature mode has
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likely contributed to prior confusion over possible MW effects. It also turns out that constant

temperature mode is not ideal for observing MW-specific thermal effects.

Power and temperature profiles for this experiment are given in Figure 111 (right). The

system is subjected to high MW power at the outset to generate heat and raise the temperature as

rapidly as possible, and then the power is reduced once the desired temperature is achieved. If

reactivity correlates with MW power in any way, then any MW-specific reactivity would most

likely be observed in the early stages of the reaction, while power is high and temperature is

increasing. However, the power and temperature profiles reveal fluctuations in recorded

temperature, including spikes as high as 85 °C. In response, the MW reactor automatically adjusts

the power; this adjustment takes the form of a series of progressively smaller pulses of applied

MW power. The exact temperature and power profile is nearly impossible to replicate across

multiple experiments. Moreover, because of lag time in the thermometric recordings, it is likely

Figure 111. left: Reaction conversion over time for experiments heated at 80 °C using the MW in

constant temperature mode (pink circles) and a pre-heated oil bath (navy triangles); reproduced

from Ref 33. right: MW power and recorded temperature as a function of time in the MW

experiment.
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that temperature swings are greater than what is recorded: i.e., the temperature spike was probably

higher than the recorded temperature of 85 °C.

These observations suggested to us that there might be observable reactivity differences

between oil bath and MW heating in this system, but better control over the MW heating profile

is needed to support any firm conclusions. One can achieve such control by setting a prescribed

MW power profile. Here, we prescribed a fixed and constant MW power, which eliminates the

potential for rapid and MW-specific temperature fluctuations. (We have also been examining

pulsed MW power sequences, which perhaps better mimic the power profile in the early stages of

the experiment illustrated in Figure 111, as will be described in .Chapter 6.)

Figure 112. Heating curves for neat p-xylene in borosilicate (Pyrex, garnet line) and quartz (gold

line) in an open-vessel at 300 watts showing that Pyrex can contribute significantly to MW heating.
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5.2.4 MW-Specific Thermal Effects at High MW Power

We examined the effects of MW heating at high constant power (300W) on thermal

reactivity of our system. As described previously, identical homogeneous solutions of BnOPB in

p-xylene-d10 were vigorously stirred and heated either in the MW or in a pre-heated oil bath. The

MW reaction system was designed to minimize heat formation other than by direct interaction of

MW energy with the ionic solute. p-Xylene was deemed an appropriate solvent, because it is nearly

MW-transparent yet suitable for Friedel-Crafts trapping of the thermally generated

phenylcarbenium species. Nothing else was added to the reaction vessel except for the Teflon-

coated stir bar, which is not a significant source of heat in these experiments. Importantly, the MW

reaction vials were made of quartz, because borosilicate glass (Pyrex) absorbs MW energy and

does contribute significantly to heat build-up in this system (Figure 112).146

Figure 113. Reaction conversion over time for experiments heated in the MW at full power (300W,

gold squares) and in a 100 °C pre-heated oil bath (red diamonds), along with the recorded MW

temperature profile (black line).
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Conversion over time for the reaction conducted in our MW reactor at full power (up to

300W147) is shown in Figure 113. The reaction reached 86% conversion after 10 min and was

essentially complete within 30 min. We monitored the temperature using a calibrated external IR

pyrometric sensor, which correlates the surface temperature of the reaction vial with the solution

temperature as measured by an internal fiber-optic probe (vide infra). The recorded temperature

was 35 °C at the start of the experiment, because of the prior warming needed to achieve a

homogeneous solution of BnOPB in p-xylene-d10. The maximum recorded temperature was 97 °C,

and the average over the course of the 30-min reaction was 86 °C. Temperature changes occurred

gradually and predictably,148 without the fluctuations or spikes that were observed using variable

MW power.

It is practically impossible to replicate this temperature profile using convective heating.

Therefore, for comparative purposes, we elected to conduct an analogous experiment at a constant

but higher temperature under convective heating. We reasoned that if we observe lower

conversion at higher temperature under convective heating, then we could qualitatively attribute

the higher conversion in the MW experiment to MW-specific effects.

For this qualitative comparison, an otherwise-identical reaction system was immersed in

an oil bath that had been pre-heated to 102 °C. (We separately examined the heating profile of this

reaction system, including the same vial and oil bath, and found that the internal solution

temperature reached 100 °C within 3 min.) Conversion over time for this reaction is also plotted

in Figure 113. In contrast to the MW experiment, we observed a reaction conversion in the oil bath

of only 12% after 10 min and 25% after 30 min. Considering that the measured temperature of the

oil bath experiment was higher than what was recorded in the MW experiment, and that MW

energy was the only other variable, we concluded that MW energy played a role in promoting
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thermal reactivity beyond what would be expected based on the system temperature; this reaction

system is MW-actuated.144-149 The distinction between thermal energy (heat) of individual solute

molecules and recorded temperature of the bulk solution is a critical aspect of this conclusion.

5.2.5 Control Experiment #1

Indirect MW heating through a MW-absorbing jacket suppressed the observed effects. We

suspended our quartz reaction vial in a larger quartz flask and immersed the vial in a bath of

propylene glycol (ca. 80 mL). We then heated this shielded  system at 100 °C using either a pre-

heated oil bath or our CEM Discover MW reactor (constant temperature mode), again using a

calibrated external IR sensor to monitor internal solution temperature. The use of the highly MW-

absorbing propylene glycol bath resulted in efficient bulk heating using low and variable MW

power,150 and this control experiment also produced reaction conversions that tracked well with

oil bath heating (Figure 114). The MW-specific rate enhancement is thus effectively suppressed

by the propylene glycol bath.

Figure 114. Reaction conversion over time for experiments heated at 100 °C in the MW in constant

temperature mode (pink squares) and a pre-heated oil bath (navy blue diamonds) through a bath

of propylene glycol (cf. inset cartoon), reproduced from Ref 33.
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The propylene glycol bath absorbs MW radiation and in turn heats the solution

convectively. Similar control experiments have been reported using silicon carbide (SiC) vials,151

although technically SiC vials neither exclude MW radiation nor prevent MW dielectric heating

(cf Figure 115), particularly in systems involving ionic MW-absorbing species: the SiC tube at

comparatively low temperatures does not completely shield the contained solvents from the

electric field. 152 Our propylene glycol design may be superior to SiC for this type of control

experiment.153

This control experiment supported our conclusion that MW power is an important variable

in promoting Friedel-Crafts benzylation of xylene using BnOPB, because shielding the reaction

medium from MW radiation with the propylene glycol bath resulted in regression of reactivity

back to what is seen with conventional convective heating in an oil bath. As noted previously,

heating these reactions in constant temperature mode using relatively low applied MW power

Figure 115. Graph of tan as a function of temperature for acetonitrile (purple), silicon carbide

(red), ethanol (blue), and an ionic liquid (bmimPF6, green showing that silicon carbide reportedly

absorbs MW energy and generates heat more efficiently than most common organic solvents but

less efficiently than ethanol or a representative ionic liquid.
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produced no discernible MW-specific effects, in contrast to experiments designed and conducted

in accord with our central hypothesis.

5.2.6 Kinetics and Magnitude of the Effect

The next phase of our study was to characterize MW-specific thermal effects in terms of

deviation from the Arrhenius-based link between measured temperature and kinetic reactivity. The

Arrhenius equation k = Ae( Ea/RT) uses solution temperature as a measure of kinetic molecular

energy of the reactive species, so selective MW heating that perturbs thermal equilibrium would

result in reactivity that is inconsistent with temperature-based Arrhenius predictions. It is important

to note that any such deviations would be attributable to molecular-level thermal effects that cannot

be captured by bulk temperature measurements (vide infra for additional discussion and

alternative treatments of our experimental data).

We measured first-order rate constants for reactions in p-xylene at three different

temperatures k = 0.369 x10 4 sec 1 at 85.7 °C, 1.09 x10 4 sec 1 at 94.9 °C, and 2.70 x10 4 sec 1

at 103.4 °C (Figure 116, left), and plotted the natural log of these values ln(k) against

Figure 116. left: First-order kinetic plots for the thermal benzylation of p-xylene at 103.4 °C,

94.9 °C, and 85.7 °C. right: Arrhenius plot of the rate and temperature data.
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1/RT to determine the Arrhenius parameters (Figure 116, right). Reaction mixtures were heated in

an insulated oil bath, and reaction temperatures were monitored using an internal thermometer.

The activation energy <Ea = 30.2 kcal/mol> and the pre-exponential term <A = 9.64 x1013 sec-1>

for first-order thermal benzylation of p-xylene (solvent) using BnOPB were thus determined.

Returning to the data presented in Figure 113,154 we can crudely quantify the observed

MW-specific effects. These calculations roughly illustrate the magnitude of the impact of MW

heating beyond raising the bulk solution temperature. The MW-heated reaction reached 86%

conversion within 10 min, during which time the recorded temperature had increased from 35 °C

to 97 °C (80 °C average). In contrast, the reaction in a pre-heated oil bath (102 °C) had only reached

12% conversion.

Based on the Arrhenius parameters measured for p-xylene, heating this reaction mixture at

100 °C for 10 min should produce 11% conversion with a rate constant k = 1.89 x10 4 sec 1, which

is in line with the 12% conversion observed in the oil bath experiment. The 86% conversion

observed in the MW experiment corresponds to a rate constant k = 33 x10 4 sec 1, roughly 17x

higher than in the oil bath experiment. This MW reaction rate constant corresponds to a

temperature of 128 °C (401 K), 48 °C higher than the average recorded temperature and 31 °C

higher than the maximum recorded temperature.

The calculated temperature value of 128 °C in this crude analysis represents the effective

temperature  (Teff) of the MW-absorbing solute as it plays the role of both molecular radiator and

reactant. That is, the average thermal molecular energy of the solute corresponds to it being heated

at 128 °C. The discrepancy between the bulk solution temperature and the observed chemical

reactivity can be explained by selective MW heating of the polar solute, with subsequent chemical

transformations that occur faster than thermal equilibration of the solute with the bulk solution
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(e.g., selective heating and thermal reactivity occurring according to the transient solvent cage

domain model  as described in the Introduction).155

The external IR temperature sensor does a reasonable job of capturing the internal solution

temperature in this system (Figure 117). Subsequent to the experiments just described, we acquired

a Neoptix Reflex internal FO probe, calibrated it between 150 °C and room temperature with a

NIST-traceable thermocouple, and used it to monitor solution temperature directly in conjunction

with the IR sensor. We heated our reaction mixture at 300W while recording the solution

temperature simultaneously with the external IR sensor and the internal FO probe. As can be seen

in Figure 117, the IR sensor data tracked closely with the FO probe data while the MW power was

Figure 117. Temperature profile for a reaction mixture heated in the MW at 300W as recorded by

an external IR sensor (gold trace) and an internal FO probe (garnet trace), showing that the IR

sensor tracks reasonably well with the FO probe while the solution is heating and indicating that

our IR temperature data is reliable.
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on and before the solution started to boil. Close examination of the tabular data (see Supporting

Information) reveals a 5 10 sec delay between the internal FO probe and the external IR sensor as

the solution is heating up to around 100 °C. Once the solvent starts to evaporate and boil, the

differences become more pronounced. However, these deviations are not relevant to the studies at

hand. They probably reflect heat-transfer events that occur during solvent reflux and cooling for

which the IR sensor was not calibrated. Also evident in Figure 117 is that our p-xylene system

heated faster than we had observed previously in p-xylene-d10. Therefore, we reoptimized the

system for documenting MW-specific thermal effects on BnOPB in using an internal probe.

We heated solutions of BnOPB in p-xylene with constant MW power (300W) and recorded

solution temperature continuously using the FO probe. Bulk heating here was partially off-set by

cooling the outside of the reaction vessel using a stream of cold air.156 Thus, the internal solution

temperature could be moderated while applying high constant MW power of 300W. To reduce the

amount of bulk heat being produced, we also reduced the amount of MW-absorbing substrate in

each experiment. A reaction mixture comprising 7.5 mg of BnOPB in 2 mL of p-xylene in an open

quartz vial was heated using 300W of applied MW power for 5 min while the outside of the vial

was actively cooled by a stream of cold compressed air. The internal bulk solution temperature

was recorded using the internal FO probe and plotted as a function of time in Figure 118. The

highest recorded solution temperature was 105 °C, and the average was 94.9 °C. As before, the

maximum temperature was recorded early in the experiment, and temperature decreased as the

reaction progressed. Reaction conversion as determined by 1H NMR spectroscopy was 35% at t =

5 min.

The expected reaction conversion based on the bulk solution temperature profile can be

predicted using our Arrhenius parameters. We manually integrated the Arrhenius parameters over
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the course of the reaction. We calculated the instantaneous rate for each time the temperature was

recorded (at 1.0-sec intervals), calculated the expected reaction conversion during the time that

elapsed before the next temperature reading, and then summed these conversions over the 5-min

reaction window. Based on the Arrhenius parameters and the temperature profile, this time

captured by an internal FO probe, the expected reaction conversion after 5 min was 5.2%. This

expected level of conversion would be also achieved by heating at a temperature of 99.8 °C to

achieve a rate constant k = 1.8 x10 4 sec 1. We refer to the constant temperature (99.8 °C) needed

to produce the same expected conversion as what we get by manually integrating the Arrhenius

equation the variable temperature profile as the integrated average temperature . It is generally

slightly higher than the time-averaged temperature (in this case, 99.8 vs. 94.9 °C).
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Figure 118. Temperature profile for heating 7.5 mg of BnOPB in the MW at 300 watts power with

external cooling, as recorded by the internal FO probe showing a 35% conversion after 5-minutes,

whereas 5.2% conversion would be expected based on integrated Arrhenius calculations.
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The 6.7-fold difference in observed (35%) vs calculated (5.2%) reaction conversion is

again attributed to selective MW heating of the strongly absorbing reactant in an otherwise

nonabsorbing system. We assume that the magnitude of selective MW heating is not constant

during this 5-min window as the bulk temperature increases, but we can quantify the time-averaged

MW effect over the 5-min course of the reaction. In this case, to achieve a 35% conversion over 5

min requires substrate thermal molecular energy that corresponds to an effective temperature of

120 °C. This effective temperature is 15 °C higher than the maximum recorded internal

temperature and 20°C higher than the integrated average solution temperature.

To put this in terms of rates, the hypothetical rate constant that corresponds with this

reaction reaching 35% conversion in 5 min is k = 14 x10 4 sec 1, whereas only 5.2% conversion

would be predicted based on the measured temperature profile for k = 1.8 x10 4 sec 1. The observed

increase in conversion over the Arrhenius temperature-based prediction for the first 5 min thus

corresponds to a 7.8-fold increase in reaction rate.

Our discussion of expected conversion, hypothetical rate constants, and effective

temperature is meant as a guide for understanding the relative magnitude of selective MW heating

in this system. This reaction design is unusual and extreme: an ionic reagent in a nonpolar solvent

at high dilution undergoing unimolecular rate-determining thermolysis. Moreover, our analysis

focuses on the earliest stages of the reaction, during which time the net temperature change is

sharply positive. It is unclear how easily these findings will translate to more synthetically relevant

systems, and how advantageous such effects can be in organic synthesis. However, identifying

these effects is the critical first step toward addressing those questions, and in this study we

positively identify MW-specific thermal effects.
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5.2.7 Control Experiment #2

We tested the effect of adding crushed borosilicate glass chips to the stirred reaction

mixture. Our hypothesis was that heterogeneous additives can suppress MW-specific rate

enhancements, and this turns out to be the case. The MW-specific rate enhancement that was

observed in the homogeneous system was not reproduced in this heterogeneous system.

Perhaps surprisingly, the reaction system with added glass chips heated overall less

efficiently than in the absence of this additive: qualitatively less external cooling was needed to

moderate the internal temperature to an average of 100.3 °C (maximum recorded temperature of

105.0 °C). Reaction conversion after 10 min in the presence of glass chips was 16% in the MW

experiment, which is not much above the expected reaction conversion (13%) based on Arrhenius

calculations integrated over the recorded temperature profile.157 For comparison, an identical

sample was heated in an oil bath at 100 °C for 10 min, which produced 12% conversion. This 12%

conversion is also consistent with Arrhenius-based expectations; the calculated conversion after

10 min at 100 °C is 11%. Borosilicate glass absorbs MW energy and helps heat the system

convectively (cf. Figure 112). These observations suggest that glass chips also scatter and/or

reflect applied MW radiation. Additives that absorb and/or reflect MW energy are likely to

disfavor selective MW heating of the solute, which explains why the glass chips attenuate the rate

enhancements observed in the homogeneous system.

5.2.8 Our Interpretation

We have evolving ideas as to how to rationalize selective MW heating in homogeneous

solution, while recognizing that ours is an empirical study aimed at validating selective MW

heating. Drawing on ideas from the MW-assisted organic synthesis (MAOS) literature, we first

conceptualized our observations in terms of enhanced translational and rotational kinetic molecular
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energy of the solute leading to changes in the frequency and intensity of molecular collisions

needed to achieve reactivity. We later refined our working hypothesis to focus on collisions and

other molecular events that occur within transient solvent cage domains.

We currently characterize the observed rate increase as a MW-specific thermal effect

that arises from perturbing thermal equilibrium within a macroscopically homogeneous system.

As such, the measured temperature (an Arrhenius parameter) does not adequately capture the

thermal energy of the substrate of interest, again underscoring the non-equivalence of heat and

temperature. Importantly for the larger discussion on MW effects, we do not interpret this to be an

example of a nonthermal effect , although it can be described as an extra-temperature effect: the

measurable bulk solution temperature only captures a portion of the thermal energy available to

the solute. Under the perturbation of MW energy, the average kinetic molecular energy of the

absorbing solute is higher than that of the nonabsorbing solvent. Thus, the recorded temperature

underrepresents the thermal energy of the ionic solute. In this example experiment, the effective

temperature (average kinetic molecular energy) of the solute was Teff = 120 °C and the integrated

averaged temperature for the solution was T = 99.8 °C.

One of the important next steps will be to examine systematically the role of variables

including solute concentration, solvent viscosity and heat capacity, MW power, and perhaps

frequency of the applied field (in consideration of the frequency-dependence of tan ); such efforts

are underway. Another may be to help develop theoretical models to account for the influence of

MW energy on specific solutes. Any such future model would likely describe a difference in

average kinetic molecular energy between the absorbing solute and nonabsorbing solvent. While

bulk temperature reflects the overall weighted average of kinetic molecular energies, solute-
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specific perturbations in thermal energy should correspond to solute-specific enhancements in

chemical reactivity.

5.2.9 Alternative Explanations

Our discussion of effective temperature within the context of the Arrhenius equation is

consistent with the transient solvent cage domain model of selective MW heating. However, the

focus on effective temperature in the Arrhenius calculations is mathematically arbitrary, as one

could just as easily use the bulk temperature values as measured and solve the Arrhenius equation

for MW-specific impacts on other values such as activation energy. We do not favor the idea of

there being any actual impact on the activation energy (Ea) of the reaction, although quantifying

MW-specific thermal effects in terms of an imaginary impact on Ea may have some merit.

If one takes the position that the measured solution temperature accurately reflects the

thermal energy available to the substrate, then one can use the measured temperature and solve the

Arrhenius equation for imaginary impacts of MW energy on either the effective activation energy

or the pre-exponential term. Such treatments are exemplified here (Figure 119) using data from

the MW heating experiment monitored with an internal FO probe, in which we observed 35%

conversion after 5 min at an integrated average temperature of 99.8 °C.

Figure 119. Mathematical treatments of the Arrhenius equation to put observed MW-specific

thermal effects in terms of Arrhenius parameters, of which we feel the effective temperature is

most reasonable.
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The actual Arrhenius parameters for this reaction as given above are Ea = 30.2 kcal/mol

and A = 9.64 x1013 sec-1. However, one can take the observed reaction conversion of 35%

corresponding to a rate constant k = 14.4 x10 4 sec-1 and the integrated average (measured)

temperature of 99.8 °C and solve for imaginary  or effective  MW impacts on these parameters.

Assuming that Ea is unchanged, the new pre-exponential under MW heating would be A = 1.70

x1015 sec-1. Alternatively assuming an unaltered pre-exponential, the imaginary impact on

activation energy would be Ea = 1.5 kcal/mol; the observed rate acceleration is as if the

activation energy were lowered to Ea = 28.7 kcal/mol. One could also postulate partial impacts on

both A and Ea simultaneously, or even spread across all three factors (A, Ea, and T), to rationalize

the observed rate enhancement. Our current thinking is that the most reasonable explanation is

selective MW heating of the solute to a higher effective temperature than the rest of the solution.

However, these effects cannot rigorously be quantified in Arrhenius terms because the system is

not thermally homogeneous, and Arrhenius calculations do not account for thermal gradients in

the reaction mixture.

5.2.10 Temperature Measurements

One of the fundamental challenges of studying MW effects is that of accurately measuring

the solution temperature. Internal fiber-optic (FO) temperature probes and external temperature

measurement using IR sensors offer complementary approaches to monitoring system

temperature, each with advantages and limitations. Fast-responding internal FO probes are critical

for optimal temperature readings when highly MW-absorbing systems are being heated using

variable MW power. However, an external sensor can be appropriate when heating a poorly MW-
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absorbing system at constant MW power, which produces only gradual and predictable changes in

temperature, and a noninvasive external sensor may even be preferred in some cases.158-159

The experimental caveats of using external IR sensors have been thoroughly documented

elsewhere.9 Here we discuss two potential confounding issues with internal FO probes, and we

discuss how they were addressed in this study. The first problem is that careless use of the probe

can lead to erroneous temperature readings if the tip of the probe rests against the walls of the

flask, which are not necessarily thermally equilibrated with the solution.160 We took care to

suspend and secure the tip of the fiber-optic probe close to the middle of the stirred solution but

outside of the stirring vortex. The second problem is more of a fundamental disadvantage: it is

impossible to probe a system without perturbing it. For example, fiber optic probe attachments can

restrict or alter heat flow from the system to the surroundings depending on how the probe is

secured in the solution. On the other hand, with the internal FO probe one can also use external

cooling to accelerate release of bulk heat to the surroundings.156 The external cooling mechanism

would compromise external temperature readings, but external cooling does not confound internal

solution temperature readings any more so than does external heating. We employed both external

and internal sensors to collect our thermometric data, as there is value in validating observations

using both types of temperature measurement. Both have a place in MW chemistry, although one

can always argue that the limitations of one and/or the other may make it difficult to interpret the

observed results.

5.2.11 Reflux Experiments

As noted in the previous section, underlying complications inherent to MW heating

experiments make it difficult to establish the validity of any thermometric data. We have used both

accepted forms of MW temperature measurement external IR sensors and internal FO probes
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to record the temperature profile of experiments under MW heating, and we have benchmarked

our observations in these systems against comparable experiments heated conventionally.

Differences in reactivity have been attributed to MW-specific thermal effects: namely, selective

MW heating of the absorbing solute. However, one cannot perfectly replicate the bulk temperature

profiles for MW experiments using conventional heating, and we do not presume that

thermometric data can capture all thermal events under MW heating. This is especially true in our

experiments under constant and high MW power, in which we postulate that the thermal

equilibrium is perturbed in a way that cannot be achieved with convective heating. Such thermal

perturbations cannot possibly be captured thermometrically.

We therefore pursued a third avenue for comparing experiments under MW and convective

oil bath heating in which solvent reflux at atmospheric pressure was used to moderate the thermal

energy of the system. Thermometers are ultimately calibrated against physical properties of

substances; for example, the melting and boiling points of water define the Celsius scale. Identical

solutions in identical systems being heated at reflux under identical conditions must produce

identical results. We conducted a series of parallel experiments in which identical solutions were

heated at reflux under identical conditions, except that one was heated using MW energy and the

other using a preheated oil bath. Using the boiling point of our specific solution obviates the need

to record the temperature. In the absence of MW-specific effects, the reaction outcomes should be

identical, and any differences in reactivity between the experiments would be attributed to MW-

specific effects.

As described previously, reflux experiments were conducted in toluene instead of xylene

because the boiling point of toluene is more appropriate for monitoring these reactions over time.

Toluene is not an ideal solvent for probing MW-specific thermal effects because it absorbs MW
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energy and produces heat more efficiently than xylene. However, toluene turned out to be good

enough to support selective MW heating under certain circumstances. The MW-specific effects

were attenuated in toluene compared to xylene, but they remained observable.

We reported parallel reflux experiments in which MW heating resulted in 67% conversion

after 30 min and oil bath heating produced only 36% conversion after 30 min (Figure 120).33,161

The difference in conversion here is less than what we observed in the more MW-transparent

xylene solution, but it is significant nonetheless.

Figure 120. MW-specific acceleration of Friedel Crafts benzylation of refluxing toluene.

Figure 121. Plots of temperature versus time for MW-heating of our reaction system under three

sets of conditions: no stirring (top, green), with stirring (middle, black) and with stirring plus

boiling chips (bottom, red).
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Having established a MW effect on this experiment, we then examined our reflux system

for thermometric evidence of solvent superheating162-163 and/or nucleation-limited boiling

( superboiling ),105 in which MW heating produces a sustained but erratic reflux above the

conventional boiling point of the solvent. Solvent superheating is well established under both MW

and conventional heating, whereas superboiling is MW-specific. Neither was observed in our

stirred systems to any significant degree, although we can document both superheating and MW-

specific superboiling in an unstirred system (Figure 121).

In the absence of stirring, we measured solvent superheating to temperatures as high as

140 °C before nucleation began, followed by rapid and chaotic release of gas and heat.105 Once the

turbulence of the initial vaporization events subsided (within the first 2 5 min), the recorded

temperatures fluctuated around 126 °C for the duration of the analysis. This is consistent with

nucleation-limited superboiling, which is a consequence of the lack of nucleation sites in the bulk

solution (where heat is being generated) limiting the rate at which phase-change from liquid to gas

can occur.105 Superboiling does not occur under conventional heating because heat is introduced

through the walls of the flask, where there are ample nucleation sites. It has been reported that

boiling stones and/or proper stirring reduce or eliminate both types of superheating effects,103 and

this is what we see as well. The recorded reflux temperature of our stirred solution was 111.8 °C,

and a stirred solution with boiling chips boiled at 110.8 °C under our laboratory atmospheric

conditions. In the latter case the heterogeneous boiling chips provide additional nucleation sites

and may perturb the system in other ways as well (cf. control experiment #2). Based on these

experiments, we rule out any significant contributions of bulk solvent superheating, in line with

our conclusions of MW-specific effects related to selective heating of the solute.
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5.3 Conclusion

The thermal Friedel-Crafts benzylation of toluene and xylene using BnOPB can be MW-

actuated, in that MW energy can promote reactivity beyond temperature-based expectations.

Central to understanding MW-specific thermal effects is the realization that heat and temperature

are different. Thermal energy (heat, an extensive property) promotes chemical reactivity.

Temperature (intensive property) measures the degree of thermal energy in a system at thermal

equilibrium. MW heating can perturb thermal equilibrium between absorbing and non-absorbing

components of a system in such a way that the measured temperature cannot accurately capture

the thermal energy of the absorbing components.

A graphical summary of representative experiments described over the course of these

studies is provided in Figure 122. We conducted a series of thermal benzyl-transfer experiments

in which macroscopically homogeneous and well-stirred reaction mixtures were subjected to either

MW heating or convective (oil bath) heating to promote thermal reactivity. In cases where the
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Figure 122. Graphical summary of temperature data and calculations (in °C) from representative

experiments reported herein, with T(ave) shown in blue [front] and T(eff) shown in red [back].229
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ionic substrate (BnOPB) is uniquely capable of interacting with the applied MW field, clear

differences in reaction rate were observed. The exact magnitude of the rate enhancement varied

for different experimental setups, but MW-specific rate enhancements were predictably observed

under our prescribed conditions. In cases where MW-absorbing and/or reflecting species were

introduced into the system, the MW-specific effects on BnOPB reactivity were effectively and

reproducibly blocked. These observations support our central hypothesis that chemical reactivity

of a MW-absorbing solute in an otherwise-nonabsorbing system can be MW-actuated:

accelerated using MW energy to rates that cannot be duplicated by conventional heating to similar

reaction temperatures.

We interpret and rationalize these observations in terms of selective MW heating of the

solute within transient solvent cage domains. Thermal activation of the absorbing solute occurs in

solution within transient solvent cages. In contrast, the nonabsorbing solvent can only be heated

indirectly by collisions with the solute. The solute must be hotter (i.e., at a higher effective

temperature) than the solvent in order to transfer heat to the solvent.

The focus of this work was to establish the possibility of selective MW heating in

macroscopically homogeneous solutions. The current reaction system is unusual in that it involves

an ionic substrate dissolved at ultra-high dilution in a nonpolar solvent, which doubles as the cation

scavenger to track reactivity of the salt. The practical synthetic applications of this particular

reaction are limited. The value of this work stems from the fact that it establishes parameters under

which selective MW heating is possible in homogeneous solution. Practically every conceivable

condensed-phase chemical reaction system is heterogeneous at the molecular level, so the potential

implications here cover a wide range of reaction systems. Experiments described in this paper

support the conclusion that conversion of MW energy into heat within transient solvent cage
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domains can be faster than propagation of thermal energy through the bulk solution by convective

heat transfer mechanisms. Thus, thermal equilibrium is perturbed, resulting in observably

enhanced reactivity of the absorbing solute. Our results can support a better understanding of

previous reports of unusual MW effects in organic synthesis, and they provide a blueprint for

future examination of other systems in which selective MW heating may be possible.

5.4 Experimental Procedures

5.4.1 General Procedure for Benzylation of p-Xylene in an Oil Bath with Boil-Assisting

Additives

2-Benzyloxy-1-methylpyridinium tetrakis(3,5-bis(trifluoromethyl)phenyl)borate (10.0

mg, 0.0094 mmol or 7.5 mg, 0.0071 mmol) is added to a clean, dry ~6-mL lime glass test tube

equipped with a triangular-shaped or small cylindrical stir bar. Boil promoters (glass chips) were

added to the test tube containing the salt. To the salt and glass chip mixture is added 2.0 mL of p-

xylene via syringe (2 x 1.0 mL aliquots). A heat gun is used to gently heat the test tube while

stirring. Once the solid is dissolved, a 3-drop aliquot is removed (using a 9  disposable borosilicate

glass Pasteur pipette) to ensure no reactivity prior to subjection to the reaction conditions. The test

tube is then submerged in an oil bath preheated to two degrees (ºC) above the desired reaction

temperature the time of reaction begins at this point. Three-drop aliquots are removed at the

desired intervals according to the prescribed conditions, returning any excess solution to the

reaction test tube. Aliquots removed are stored in small glass vials with a phenolic cap. After all

aliquots have been collected, NMR samples are prepared in 0.5 mL of DMSO-d6 and immediately

analyzed using a Bruker 400, 600 or 700 MHz Ultrashield NMR Spectrometer and processed with

Bruker Topspin software. Other solvents occasionally used include p-xylene-d10, acetone-d6,

benzene-d6 and toluene-d8.
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5.4.2 General Procedure for the Benzylation of p-Xylene in a Microwave Reactor with Boil-

Assisting Additives

2-Benzyloxy-1-methylpyridinium tetrakis(3,5-bis(trifluoromethyl)phenyl)borate (10.0

mg, 0.0094 mmol or 7.5 mg, 0.0071 mmol) is added to a clean, dry, quartz 10-mL microwave

reaction tube equipped with a triangular-shaped or small cylindrical stir bar. Boil promoters (glass

chips) were added to the test tube containing the salt. To the salt and glass chip mixture is added

2.0 mL of p-xylene via syringe (2 x 1.0 mL aliquots). A heat gun is used to gently heat the tube

while stirring. Once the solid is dissolved, a three-drop aliquot is removed (using a 9  disposable

borosilicate glass Pasteur pipette) to ensure no reactivity prior to subjection to the reaction

conditions. The reaction tube is then placed into a CEM Discover Benchmate microwave reactor.

The prescribed reaction conditions are programmed into the instrument using Synergy software as

an open-vessel reaction allowing for timed-aliquots to be removed without interruption of the

experiment. The reaction is started and aliquots are removed at desired intervals by inserting a

glass pipette momentarily to remove the correct approximate amount needed. Excess solution is

quickly transferred back in to the reaction vessel. Aliquots removed are stored in small glass vials

with a phenolic cap. After all aliquots are collected, NMR samples are prepared in 0.5 mL of

DMSO-d6 and immediately analyzed using a Bruker 400, 600 or 700 MHz Ultrashield NMR

Spectrometer and processed with Bruker Topspin software.

5.4.3 General Procedure for the Benzylation of p-Xylene in a Microwave Reactor with

External Cooling

2-Benzyloxy-1-methylpyridinium tetrakis(3,5-bis(trifluoromethyl)phenyl)borate (10.0

mg, 0.0094 mmol or 7.5 mg, 0.0071 mmol) is added to a clean, dry, quartz 10-mL microwave

reaction tube equipped with a triangular-shaped or small cylindrical stir bar. To the salt is added

2.0 mL of p-xylene via syringe (2 x 1.0 mL aliquots). A heat gun is used to gently heat the tube
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while stirring. Once the solid is dissolved, a three-drop aliquot is removed (using a 9  disposable

borosilicate glass Pasteur pipette) to ensure no reactivity prior to subjection to the reaction

conditions. The reaction tube is then placed into a CEM Discover Benchmate microwave reactor.

The prescribed reaction conditions are programmed into the instrument using Synergy software as

an open-vessel reaction allowing for timed-aliquots to be removed without interruption of the

experiment. External cooling is enabled using the microwave controlling software. The pressure

of the air stream used in external cooling is adjusted by hand using a pressure regulator external to

the microwave instrument. The reaction is started and aliquots are removed at desired intervals by

inserting a glass pipette momentarily to remove the correct approximate amount needed. Excess

solution is quickly transferred back in to the reaction vessel. Aliquots removed are stored in small

glass vials with a phenolic cap. After all aliquots are collected, NMR samples are prepared in 0.5

mL of DMSO-d6 and immediately analyzed using a Bruker 400, 600 or 700 MHz Ultrashield NMR

Spectrometer and processed with Bruker Topspin software.

5.4.4 General Procedure for the Benzylation of p-Xylene in a large Oil Bath for Collection

of Data for Kinetic Plotting

2-Benzyloxy-1-methylpyridinium tetrakis(3,5-bis(trifluoromethyl)phenyl)borate (13.5

mg, 0.0127 mmol) is added to a small, clean, dry borosilicate vial equipped with a small cylindrical

stir bar. To the salt is added 3.0 mL of p-xylene via syringe (3 x 1.0 mL aliquots). A heat gun is

used to rapidly heat the sample to the approximate oil both temperature as monitored by a fiber

optic probe. It was then submerged in the oil bath. No t = 0 minute sample was taken: it was

assumed to be no conversion due to the fact that convective heating was used. The vial was

submerged in a large, insulated and preheated oil bath. Thee-drop aliquots were removed at the

desired intervals according to the prescribed conditions. Temperature was noted by fiber optic

probe at each collection interval, with the average taken for use in kinetic calculations. Aliquots
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removed are stored in small glass vials with a phenolic or Teflon lined cap. After all aliquots have

been collected, NMR samples are prepared in 0.5 mL of acetone-d6 and immediately analyzed

using a Bruker 600 MHz Ultrashield NMR Spectrometer and processed with Bruker Topspin

software.
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5.5 Supporting Information

5.5.1 Summary of All Reactions with Condensed 1H NMR Data

Figure 123. Reaction of BnOPB in p-xylene at 85 °C in an oil bath for kinetic studies as analyzed by 1H NMR analysis: run 1.
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Figure 124. Reaction of BnOPB in p-xylene at 85 °C in an oil bath for kinetic studies as analyzed by 1H NMR analysis: run 2.
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Figure 125. Reaction of BnOPB in p-xylene at 85 °C in an oil bath for kinetic studies as analyzed by 1H NMR analysis: run 3.
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Figure 126. Reaction of BnOPB in p-xylene at 95 °C in an oil bath for kinetic studies as analyzed by 1H NMR analysis: run 1.
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Figure 127. Reaction of BnOPB in p-xylene at 95 °C in an oil bath for kinetic studies as analyzed by 1H NMR analysis: run 2.
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Figure 128. Reaction of BnOPB in p-xylene at 95 °C in an oil bath for kinetic studies as analyzed by 1H NMR analysis: run 3.
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Figure 129. Reaction of BnOPB in p-xylene at 105 °C in an oil bath for kinetic studies as analyzed by 1H NMR analysis: run 1.
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Figure 130. Reaction of BnOPB in p-xylene at 105 °C in an oil bath for kinetic studies as analyzed by 1H NMR analysis: run 2.
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Figure 131. Reaction of BnOPB in p-xylene at 105 °C in an oil bath for kinetic studies as analyzed by 1H NMR analysis: run 3.
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Figure 132. Reaction of BnOPB in p-xylene in an oil bath at 100 °C in the presence of crushed glass as analyzed by 1H NMR.
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Figure 133. Reaction of BnOPB in p-xylene in a microwave at 300 watts in the presence of crushed glass as analyzed by 1H NMR.
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5.5.2 Individual 1H NMR Data- Microwave at Tmax = 105 ºC (300W) at 5m with External Cooling

Figure 134. Reaction of BnOPB in p-xylene in a microwave at 300 watts as analyzed by 1H NMR.
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5.5.3 Individual 1H NMR Data- Oil Bath at T = 100 °C with Crushed Glass Boiling Promoters

Figure 135. Reaction of BnOPB in p-xylene in an oil bath at 100 °C in the presence of crushed glass: t = 0 minutes.
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Figure 136. Reaction of BnOPB in p-xylene in an oil bath at 100 °C in the presence of crushed glass: t = 10 minutes.
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5.5.4 Individual 1H NMR Data- Microwave at T = 100 °C with Crushed Glass Boiling Promoters and External Cooling

Figure 137. Reaction of BnOPB in p-xylene in a microwave at 300 watts in the presence of crushed glass: t = 0 minutes.
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Figure 138. Reaction of BnOPB in p-xylene in a microwave at 300 watts in the presence of crushed glass: t = 10 minutes.
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5.5.5. Tabulated Summary of Kinetic Conversion Data Used to Create Kinetic and Arrhenius Plots

Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3

Time

(s)

Temperature

(°C)

Conversion

(%)

Time

(s)

Temperature

(°C)

Conversion

(%)

Time

(s)

Temperature

(°C)

Conversion

(%)

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

600 86.1 1 600 86.2 1 600 85.5 2

1200 86.3 6 1200 86.3 4 1200 85.5 4

1800 85.5 3 1800 85.2 8 1800 85.5 7

2400 85.2 5 2400 85.7 9 2400 85.5 10

3000 86.1 7 3000 86 10 3000 85.9 10

3600 86.2 11 3610 86.1 13 3600 85.9 12

4203 85.4 13 4200 85 14 4200 85.8 14

4800 85.2 17 4810 85.5 16 4800 85.9 16

5400 85.4 17 5400 86.3 18.5 5400 85.9 17

6000 85.6 20 6000 85.5 20 6010 86.1 20

Average

Time (s) Conversion (%)

0 0 Average Temperature (°C) 85.74333333

600 1.5

Table 3. Summary of kinetic data for experiments conducted at about 85 °C.

Table 4. Average of of kinetic data for experiments conducted at about 85 °C.
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Average

Time (s) Conversion (%)

1200 4.5

1800 6.25

2400 8.5

3000 9.25

3603.333333 12

4201 13.75

4803.333333 16.25

5400 17.375

6003.333333 20

Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3

Time

(s)

Temperature

(°C)

Conversion

(%)

Time

(s)

Temperature

(°C)

Conversion

(%)

Time

(s)

Temperature

(°C)

Conversion

(%)

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

300 90.1 1 300 95.6 4 300 95 3

600 93.1 5 600 95.2 7 600 95.1 6

900 94.3 8 900 95.1 10 900 95.7 9

1200 94.8 11 1200 95.7 12 1200 95.3 N/A

Table 5. Summary of kinetic data for experiments conducted at about 95 °C.

Table 4. (Continued)
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Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3

Time

(s)

Temperature

(°C)

Conversion

(%)

Time

(s)

Temperature

(°C)

Conversion

(%)

Time

(s)

Temperature

(°C)

Conversion

(%)

1507 95.2 14 1500 95.2 16 1500 95.4 16

1800 95.6 17 1800 95.1 18 1800 95 17

2100 95.5 21 2100 95.1 21 2100 95 19

2400 95.5 19 2400 95.4 22 2400 94.9 24

2700 95.3 26 2700 95.2 26 2700 95 25

3000 95.4 28 3000 93.7 28 3000 94.9 28

Average

Time (s) Conversion (%)

0 0 Average Temperature (°C) 94.91333333

300 2.75

600 6

900 9

1200 11.5

1502.333333 15.5

1800 17.25

2100 20

Table 6. Average of of kinetic data for experiments conducted at about 95 °C.

Table 5. (Continued)
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Average

Time (s) Conversion (%)

2400 22.25

2700 25.5

3000 28

Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3

Time

(s)

Temperature

(°C)

Conversion

(%)

Time

(s)

Temperature

(°C)

Conversion

(%)

Time

(s)

Temperature

(°C)

Conversion

(%)

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

180 102.3 3.6 180 103.3 4 180 103.7 5

360 103.2 10 360 103.4 8 360 103.2 10

540 102.6 12 540 103.8 15 540 103.4 12

720 103.3 18 720 103.7 17 720 103.6 20

900 103.6 21 900 103.3 20 900 103.4 21

1080 104.2 27 1080 103.6 23 1080 103.5 24

1260 103.8 29 1260 103.8 27 1260 103.5 NA

1440 103.4 36 1440 103.6 NA 1440 103.4 32

1620 102.9 35 1620 103.5 34 1620 103.5 NA

1800 103.5 35 1800 103.5 37 1800 103.4 40

Table 7. Summary of kinetic data for experiments conducted at about 103 °C.

Table 6. (Continued)
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Average

Time (s) Conversion (%) Average Temperature (°C) 103.43

0 0

180 4.4

360 9.5

540 12.75

720 18.75

900 20.75

1080 24.5

1260 28

1440 33.33333333

1620 34.5

1800 38

Table 8. Average of kinetic data for experiments conducted at about 103 °C.
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5.5.6 Kinetic and Arrhenius Plots Derived from Kinetic Data
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Figure 139. First order kinetic plots derived from kinetic data collected at about 85, 95 and 103 °C
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Figure 140. Arrhenius plot derived from rate constants calculated from the first-order kinetic plots.
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5.5.7 Enlarged Graph Illustrating Fiber-Optic and Infrared Temperature Profile Tracking

Figure 141. Graph tracking IR and FO temperature measurements of a microwave heated reaction, showing only minor differences

during the heating phase.
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5.5.8 Tabular Data Showing the Tracking of Tandem Fiber Optic and Infrared

Temperature Monitoring (Truncated for Easy Comparison at Five Second Intervals)

Time (sec)

IR Temperature

(°C)

FO

Temperature

(°C)

0 54 50.2

5 56 57.2

10 60 63.9

15 65 69.9

20 71 75.7

25 76 81.3

30 81 87

35 86 92.8

40 91 98.3

45 96 103.5

50 100 108.2

55 105 112.7

60 109 117.4

65 113 121.9

70 117 126

75 121 129.9

80 125 133.4

85 128 135.8

90 130 137.3

95 133 138.6

100 134 139.9

105 135 139.6

110 136 139.6

115 136 139.7

120 136 139.6

125 136 139.6

130 136 139.7

135 136 139.7

140 137 139.6

145 137 139.6

150 137 139.4

155 137 139.5

160 137 139.5

Table 9. Truncated tabular data showing the tracking of IR and FO temperature measurements in

a microwave heated reaction.
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Time (sec)

IR

Temperature

(°C)

FO

Temperature

(°C)

170 137 139.6

175 137 139.4

180 137 139.3

185 137 139.4

190 137 139.3

195 137 139.4

200 137 139.4

205 137 139.3

210 137 139.3

215 137 139.3

220 137 139.2

225 137 139.1

230 138 139

235 137 139.1

240 137 139

245 137 139

250 138 139.2

255 138 139.1

260 138 139

265 138 139.3

270 138 140.6

275 139 140.8

280 139 140.9

285 140 141.1

290 140 141

295 140 141

300 140 141

305 140 138.7

310 139 135.9

315 138 133.7

320 137 132

325 135 130.1

330 133 128.2

335 132 126.4

340 130 124.8

345 128 123

350 127 121.2

355 125 119.7

360 124 117.9

Table 9. (continued)
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Time (sec)

IR

Temperature

(°C)

FO

Temperature

(°C)

365 123 116.3

370 121 114.7

375 120 113.2

380 119 111.6

385 117 110.2

390 116 108.7

395 115 107.2

400 114 105.9

405 112 104.4

410 111 103.2

415 110 101.8

420 108 100.5

425 108 99.3

430 106 98

435 105 96.5

440 104 95.4

445 103 94

450 102 92.8

455 101 91.4

460 101 90.3

465 100 89.1

470 99 87.8

475 98 86.7

480 97 85.5

485 96 84.5

490 95 83.3

495 94 82.4

500 93 81.4

505 92 80.4

510 92 79.6

515 91 78.7

520 90 77.8

525 89 77

530 88 76.2

535 88 75.3

540 87 74.6

545 87 73.9

550 86 72.9

555 85 72.2

Table 9. (continued)
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Time (sec)

IR

Temperature

(°C)

FO

Temperature

(°C)

560 85 71.5

565 84 70.8

570 83 69.9

575 82 69.3

580 82 68.6

585 81 67.9

590 81 67.1

595 80 66.5

600 80 65.9

605 79 65.3

610 78 64.7

615 78 64

620 77 63.4

625 77 62.9

630 76 62.4

635 76 61.8

640 75 61.1

645 75 60.7

650 74 60.1

655 74 59.7

660 74 59.2

665 73 58.6

670 73 58.1

675 72 57.7

680 72 57.2

685 71 56.8

690 71 56.4

695 70 55.8

700 70 55.4

705 70 55

710 70 54.6

715 69 54.2

720 68 53.9

725 68 53.5

730 68 53.2

735 67 52.6

740 67 52.2

745 67 52

750 66 51.6

Table 9. (continued)
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Time (sec)

IR

Temperature

(°C)

FO

Temperature

(°C)

755 66 51.3

760 66 51

765 65 50.7

770 65 50.2

775 65 49.9

780 65 49.6

785 64 49.4

790 64 49

795 63 48.8

800 63 48.5

805 63 48.3

810 63 48

815 63 47.7

820 62 47.3

825 62 47

830 62 46.8

835 62 46.6

840 61 46.3

845 61 46.1

850 61 45.9

855 61 45.7

860 60 45.5

865 61 45.3

870 60 45

875 60 44.8

880 59 44.6

885 59 44.3

890 59 44

895 59 43.9

900 59 43.7

905 59 43.5

910 58 43.4

915 58 43.3

920 57 43.3

925 57 43.1

930 57 43.1

935 56 43

940 56 42.9

945 56 42.9

Table 9. (continued)
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Time (sec)

IR

Temperature

(°C)

FO

Temperature

(°C)

950 55 42.8

955 55 42.7

960 55 42.7

965 55 42.6

970 55 42.6

975 54 42.5

980 54 42.4

985 54 42.4

990 54 42.3

995 54 42.3

1000 54 42.2

1005 54 42.2

1010 54 42.1

1015 54 42.1

1020 54 42

1025 53 42

1030 53 41.9

1035 53 41.9

1040 53 41.8

1045 53 41.6

1050 53 41.6

1055 53 41.5

1060 53 41.5

1065 52 41.5

1070 52 41.4

1075 52 41.3

1080 52 41.3

1085 52 41.3

1090 52 41.2

1095 52 41.2

1100 52 41.2

1105 51 41.1

1110 52 41.1

1115 52 41.1

1120 51 41

1125 51 41

1130 51 40.9

1135 51 40.9

1140 51 40.9

Table 9. (continued)
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Time (sec)

IR

Temperature

(°C)

FO

Temperature

(°C)

1145 51 40.8

1150 51 40.8

1155 51 40.8

1160 51 40.7

1165 51 40.7

1170 50 40.6

1175 50 40.6

1180 50 40.6

1185 50 40.6

1190 50 40.5

1195 50 40.5

1200 50 40.4

Table 9. (continued)
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CHAPTER SIX

PARAMETERS AFFECTING THE MICROWAVE-SPECIFIC

ACCELERATION OF A CHEMICAL REACTION

Reproduced in part with permission from the Journal of Organic Chemistry, submitted for

publication. Unpublished work copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.125

6.1 Introduction

In addition to my recent first-author publication submitted to the Journal of Organic

Chemistry as adapted and presented in chapter five, Dr. Albert Stiegman submitted an article on a

similar topic on which I am listed as a co-author, and for which I contributed consultation and

synthesis of the focal molecule (allyl p-nitrophenyl ether). It has already been demonstrated that

microwave-specific rate enhancements may be achieved under conditions of reflux and high

constant microwave power.33, 117 While the aforementioned studies are quite compelling, it is

important that new ideas be generally applicable to multiple reaction system with results that are

reproducible in the hands of other scientists.

We again assert that if a highly microwave absorbing molecule is present as a solute in a

non-absorbing solvent, the heat gained by the entire solution (as measured by temperature) must

arise from convective heating of the solvent by the absorbing solute as it absorbs microwave

radiation. In order for convective heating to the non-absorbing solvent to occur, the effective

temperature (Teff) of the absorbing solute is requisitely higher, on average, than the surrounding

solvent. The following results further bolster prior presented conclusions and again show that the

temperature differential between stored heat of the solute in its immediate solvent cage and the

bulk solvent is large enough to demonstrate observable microwave-specific rate enhancements,

according to the model of Richert and Huang.78, 79
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6.2 Results and Discussion

The reaction system of interest for this study was the Claisen rearrangement of allyl p-

nitrophenyl ether (ApNE) to 2-allyl-4-nitrophenol (ANP) as shown in Figure 142. This reaction

was studied under thermal conditions to derive kinetic parameters. Following, a study on the effect

of microwave irradiation was conducted in experiments under various conditions: constant power

microwave reactions, constant temperature microwave reactions and pulsed-irradiation microwave

reactions. The full rationale behind the design of this experiment to probe the existence of

microwave-specific effects closely resembles that of the rationale guiding the design of

experiments using 2-benzyloxy-1-methylpyridinium tetrakis(3, 5-trifluoromethyl)phenyl borate.

As such, this chapter will focus solely on the experiments, results and conclusions herewith

associated.

6.2.1 Convective Kinetic Studies

Kinetic studies for the Claisen rearrangement were conducted in quadruplicate from 200

°C to 215 °C in increments of five degrees Celsius (four total temperatures) at a concentration of

0.1 M with respect to ApNE. The concentration of ApNE over time was measured by gas

chromatographic analysis for this, and all following experiments. First order plots of the natural

log of the concentration of ApNE versus time were created for each independent run, offering the

Figure 142. Claisen rearrangement of allyl p-nitrophenyl ether to 2-allyl-4-nitrophenol.
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rate constant at each temperature using a least squares fit of the data. The rate constant for each

temperature was calculated using the average rate constant for each of the four trials at that

temperature. From the obtained rate constants, an Arrhenius plot of the natural log of the rate

constant versus the reciprocal of temperature (on the Kelvin scale) offered further insight in to the

kinetic parameters of the reaction under thermal conditions. The Arrhenius plot indicated a

reaction activation energy (EA) of 151.1 (±1.2) KJ per mole and a pre-exponential factor (A) for

the Arrhenius equation of 8.30 (±3.7) x 1013 per second.

Figure 143. Arrhenius plot derived from the determined rate constants for the Claisen

rearrangement of APNE to ANP in naphthalene.
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6.2.2 Constant Power Microwave Reactions

Rate of heating of a microwave reaction depend on several factors: power, concentration,

open versus closed vessel reactions, etc. These factors may also affect the excess heat stored in the

domain surrounding the microwave-absorbing solute, which we wanted to test. First, constant

power conditions were examined at concentrations of 0.1 M and 0.5M. Optimization studies were

required to find the temperatures at which each of these concentrations would reach the same

steady-state equilibrium temperature. It was found that 100 W of microwave power at 0.1 M ApNE

led to an average temperature of 183.5 °C and 20 W at 0.5 M ApNE led to an average temperature

of 185 °C (when measured from 500 to 4000 seconds).

Figure 144. First order kinetic plot for the conversion of ApNE to ANP at approximately 185 °C

convectively (thermal) and under microwave-heated conditions at 20 and 100 watts.
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Under the above prescribed microwave powers, the 0.1 M and 0.5 M solutions were run

for 240 minutes and 80 minutes, respectively, with intermittent sampling. After 80 minutes, the

0.5 M reaction had reached approximately 15% conversion. The results were plotted identically to

the kinetic data, which allowed for the calculation of a rate constant after irradiation with 100 W

of microwave energy. It was found that the rate constant k = 2.01 (±0.1) x 10-3 per minute. Using

the calculated Arrhenius parameters in conjunction with the maximum temperature reached under

microwave irradiation, it was found that the rate should be no greater than 5.14 (±2.75) x 10-4 per

minute when heated convectively. The observed rate by microwave heating clearly shows a 3.9

fold enhancement in the rate of the reaction. In terms of temperature (again calculated using the

Arrhenius parameters), an oil bath would need to be heated to 202 °C (about 17 °C higher than the

observed temperatures) to reach the same conversion.

The decrease in concentration of ApNE was analyzed the same way at 0.1 M in the

microwave reactor. The calculated rate constant for the reaction at 100 W based on the kinetic

plotting of the data is 9.69 ±(1.00) x 10-4 per minute. According to the Arrhenius parameters, an

analogous reaction in an oil bath would have a rate constant of 4.84 (±2.5) x 10-4 per minute,

representing only a 2-fold rate enhancement. Regarding temperature, it would require a

convectively heated reaction to be held at 193.1 °C, eight degrees Celsius higher than the

microwave-heated reaction.

Under these conditions, it is clear that the rate of reaction in microwave-heated samples is

enhanced in a way that can only be attributed to the use of microwave energy. It is more interesting

to note that the magnitude of the effect was larger in the microwave reactions using lower microw-

ave power at higher concentration. Apparently, the magnitude of rate enhancement is neither fully

dependent on temperature (which was nearly identical at 0.1 M and 0.5 M) nor is it fully dependent
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on applied microwave power. This suggests that while more microwave power is applied at lower

concentrations, the excess heat stored in the solvent-cage domain is lower. The likely reasoning is

the change in solute-solvent interactions with changing solute concentration. As concentration

changes, so, too, does solvent viscosity, heat capacity and aggregate effects. These have further

impact on the magnitude of dielectric loss and efficiency of stored heat transfer from the solute

domain to the surrounding solvent. Further work is necessary to explain fully the implications of

these observations and how best to exploit microwave-specific effects.

6.2.3 Constant Temperature Microwave Reactions

As it is a common method used in microwave-assisted organic synthesis, constant

temperature settings are also of interest for this study. Constant temperature microwave settings

function differently than constant power settings. While constant power is continuously applied at

the pre-set value in constant power settings, constant temperature settings cannot be held constant

until the desired temperature is reached. As such, power is also a changing variable that is

modulated based on the detected temperature. Temperature is thus controlled by series of high and

low power pulses of microwave energy. Initial pulses are high in power, and as the target

temperature is nearly reached, power drops to prevent overshooting the pre-set value. Waves of

progressively smaller microwave power are used as the target temperature is reached and held until

a nearly constant power state is reached, as can be seen in Figure 145.

Constant temperature microwave settings were examined for 0.5 M, 0.25 M and 0.1 M

solutions of ApNE at 200 °C with kinetic comparison to an isothermal, convectively heated

solution of ApNE at 0.1M at 200 °C. Kinetic graphs are shown in Figure 145, with a data summary

below in Table 10. Summary of kinetic data for experiments run at 200 °C under constant

temperature microwave conditions.
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Concentration of

ApNE (M)

k x 10-3 (min-1) Microwave

Enhancement

Effective T (°C)

0.1 (Convective) 1.68 (±.12) N/A 200.0

0.1 1.78 (±.07) 1.06 200.5

0.25 1.95 (±.22) 1.16 201.7

0.5 2.55 (±.22) 1.52 205.0

While the overall microwave enhancement was attenuated under constant temperature

conditions, an identical trend was observed compared to constant power conditions. As

concentration increased and the average applied microwave power decreased, a greater

enhancement of reaction rate was observed. This observation highlights one reason why

Figure 145. left: Graph of applied power versus time to maintain a temperature of 200 °C at varying

concentrations of ApNE in naphthalene. right: First order kinetic plot for the disappearance of

ApNE at 200 °C convectively and under microwave heating.

Table 10. Summary of kinetic data for experiments run at 200 °C under constant temperature

microwave conditions.
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microwave-specific rate enhancements in the literature may be masked, as many microwave

methods call for heating at constant temperature.

6.2.4 Intermittent (Pulsed) Microwave Heating Conditions

Recent reports of microwave-specific rate enhancements using pulsed microwave heating

conditions inspired the next study on the ApNE rearrangement.12 In a Claisen rearrangement of a

propargylic enol ether to a precursor of the natural product azadirachtin, Durand-Reville, et al.

observed a greater yield (by 17%) in 15 one-minute pulses of microwave irradiation separated by

90 seconds of cooling as opposed to 15 minutes of continuous microwave irradiation. The

maximum temperature reached during the pulses did not exceed the constant temperature held by

the reaction with continuous irradiation.

Analogously, we sought to determine the effect of pulsed microwave heating on the Claisen

rearrangement of ApNE. A fixed wattage of 300 W was used for the pulsed experiments within

user-defined temperature ranges. The temperature ranges used in our studies were heating from 85

°C to 155 °C and from 145 °C to 175 °C. Examining a low and high temperature regime would

allow us to assess whether more heat in excess of the measured bulk temperature is stored in the

solvent cage of the reagent at lower or higher temperatures. The thermal overshoot is defined as

the additional heating beyond the maximum set temperature as microwave irradiation ceases and

the reaction system equilibrates thermally with release of excess stored energy of the reagent

domain to the bulk solvent, among other factors including time for cessation of microwave

radiation and lag in fiber optic probe temperature measurement. Overshoot temperatures reached

about 188 °C and 200 °C in the low and high temperature pulsed reactions, with average overshoots

of 30.5 (±1.4) and 24.6 (±0.6) °C. It is worth noting that actual obtained temperatures were used

in any kinetic calculations, comparison and analyses. Below are graphs of pulsed reaction
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temperature/power profiles, a graph of kinetic conversion data for the loss of ApNE in these pulsed

experiments and tabulated data of the important reaction parameters.

Figure 146. left: Graph of temperature and power versus time for pulsed microwave reaction of

ApNE to ANP from 85 155 °C. right: Graph of temperature and power versus time for pulsed

microwave reaction of ApNE to ANP from 115 175 °C

Figure 147. First order kinetic plot tracking the disappearance of ApNE in pulsed microwave

experiments.
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Programmed

Temperature

Range (°C)

Average

Measured

Temperature

Range (°C)

Total Reaction

Time (min)

Total Number

of Pulses

Rate Constant k

(x 10-4 min-1)

Effective

Temperature

(°C)

85-155 85-188 420 320 7.04 (±.16) 189.4

145-175 145-200 288 400 9.49 (±.42) 192.9

Based on the observed conversion over time, rate constants were derived for each

temperature regime under pulsed conditions. Interestingly, the effective temperature (calculated

using the Arrhenius equation and derived rate constants) indicates that the conversions observed

by microwave heating mimic an oil bath reaction held at constant temperature near the observed

maximum temperature for the entire duration of the experiment. This is most apparent in the lower

temperature reaction: the maximum observed T was 188 °C, yet the constant temperature needed

to allow the same reactivity in the same amount of time with convective heating is greater than

the short-lived maximum temperature (189.4 °C)!

A useful way to examine these results is in comparison to the expected results in an oil

bath following the same heating and cooling cycles. To accomplish this, the expected conversion

in an oil bath is estimated using the Arrhenius equation to calculate the rate constant k at each

second, and using the rate constant to calculate the change in concentration for the given time

interval. After calculating the overall concentration by integrating over each time interval, the final

calculated conversion can be used to give an integrated average temperature, which we define as

the constant temperature at which convective heating would reach the observed conversion in a

variable temperature reaction. A comparison of integrated average temperature and microwave-

heated pulsed reaction effective temperatures is shown in Table 12.

The convectively heated pulsed reaction analogous to the microwave pulsed reaction from

85 155 °C would reach a total of 3.0% conversion, in comparison to the observed 25.6%

Table 11. Summary of reaction parameters and calculated rate constants and effective temperature

of the pulsed microwave reactions of ApNE to ANP.
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conversion. It is reflective of a temperature difference of nearly 25 °C. If we compare the calculated

rate constant for each reaction, we would see nearly a ten-fold rate enhancement for the microwave

heated reaction. The magnitude of the effect in the higher-temperature reaction was attenuated.

The difference in conversion is about twice as much in the microwave heated reaction at 23.9%

relative to the expected conversion of 12.0% when heated convectively. The reaction rate constant

was only doubled by microwave heating from 4.48 to 9.49, with a difference between the effective

temperature of the reagent/domain and bulk solvent temperature was only eight degrees Celsius.

MW Pulse 85-

155 °C

Convective

Pulse 85-155 °C

MW Pulse 145-

175 °C

Convective

Pulse 145-175

°C

Reaction

Conversion (%)

25.6 3.0 23.9 12.0

k (min-1) (x10-4) 7.05 0.750 9.49 4.48

Effective/Average

Kinetic

Temperature (°C)

189.4 164.5 192.9 184.1

While the enhancement under microwave heating conditions is clear, one might also

consider the implications of the lack of microwave radiation during the cooling segment of the

reaction. Since no microwave irradiation is used during the cooling cycle, any reactivity is strictly

due to convective heating. Using the same math as above, the conversion during the cooling cycle

can be removed from the overall conversion allowing for a more meaningful assessment of

microwave enhancements. According to calculations, the cooling cycle accounted for 1.7% and

7.3% conversions in the low-temperature and high-temperature pulsed experiments, respectively.

This corresponds to a 23.8% and 16.6% conversion for the microwave-irradiated segments of the

Table 12. Summary of kinetic data of the pulsed microwave reactions of ApNE to ANP with side-

by-side comparisons to expected convective kinetic data.
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low-temperature and high-temperature reactions, respectively. As the conversion values change,

so, too, do reaction rates and effective temperatures. Changes are summarized in Table 13.

Convective

Pulse 85-

155 °C

MW

Pulse 85-

155 °C

Adjusted

MW Pulse

85-155 °C

Convective

Pulse 145-

175 °C

MW

Pulse

145-175

°C

Adjusted

MW Pulse

145-175 °C

Reaction

Conversion

(%)

3.0 25.6 23.8 12.0 23.9 16.6

k (min-1)

(x10-4)

0.750 7.05 40.8 4.48 9.49 24.5

Effective

Temperature

(°C)

164.5 189.4 211.0 184.1 192.9 204.5

In light of recalculations neglecting contribution of convective heating from the cooling

cycles, the already apparent microwave enhancements become even more striking. In the 80 155

°C temperature regime, the rate is enhanced nearly 55-fold, while enhancement in the 145 175

°C reaction saw only a 5-fold enhancement. It is interesting to note that the greatest enhancement

was noted in reactions at lower temperature. The higher effective temperature of the reagent

domain in the lower bulk temperature reactions indicates that heat storage in the reagent domain

is more efficient at lower temperatures while heat transfer from the reagent domain to the medium

is less efficient. At higher temperatures, as the convective reaction rate increases with a smaller

storage of energy in the reagent domain, microwave enhancements are diminished. Considerably

more work must be done to fully understand the extent of microwave-specific rate enhancements,

and the variables that contribute to these enhancements, but in all above cases, especially under

pulsed microwave radiation, it is clear to see that microwave-specific enhancements do exist which

ultimately cannot be attributed to any other variable.

Table 13. Summary of adjusted kinetic data of the pulsed microwave reactions of ApNE to ANP

with side-by-side comparisons to expected convective and unadjusted microwave kinetic data.
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6.3 Conclusion

The summation of these results shows that selective heating of polar components in a non-

polar, heterogeneous solution is possible. This idea of selective heating of reaction components is

unique to the method by which microwave radiation interacts with reaction systems, and as such

is not reproducible through conventional convective heating methods. Critical to the advancement

of microwave-specific rate enhancement studies is the idea that constant-temperature methods,

among the most common of methods by which organic reactions are run in microwave reactors,

are ill-fitted for studying microwave effects. Conversely, constant power and pulsed microwave-

heating methods showed distinct effects, with the latter showing the greatest enhancement.

In this work, we have shown not only that microwave-specific rate enhancements can be

realized, but also introduced a reasonable method by which these effects can be quantified as

shown in this and the preceding chapter. At this time, the full details of the parameters affecting

the magnitude of microwave-specific thermal effects are not clear. This work brings to light several

factors that clearly influence microwave-specific thermal effects including method of microwave

application (pulsed, constant power, constant temperature), microwave power, thoughtfully-

designed and highly polar reagents, reaction vessel composition, etc. Publication of this work will

lay the foundation on which further studies can build, aiming to fully understand how each factor

affects microwave-specific rate enhancements and how they may be utilized by chemists.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

CONCLUSION

This dissertation serves as a summary of my work as a graduate student at the Florida State

University under the direction of Dr. Gregory B. Dudley. Early work in the area of microwaves

demonstrated that benzylation using BnOPT was a method amenable to microwave heating,

allowing for rapid and efficient benzylation of alcohols, carboxylic acids and arenes in much

shorter reaction times than the previously optimized convectively heated conditions.13

Additionally, development of a microwave-heated methodology for benzylation using

BnOPT led us to ideas regarding microwave effects. From observations of early microwave

experiments, we designed a reaction system using a highly-polar, thermally-activated reagent in a

nonpolar solvent, with the thought that dipole-dependent absorption of microwave energy would

allow reactivity in excess of temperature-based expectations. While the system design was

extreme, our conversion-based conclusions strongly support the existence of unique microwave

effects. A key experiment in our early work on microwave effects was the use of solvent reflux to

control the temperature, a notoriously difficult variable to monitor.33 The importance of this work

setting the foundation for further research in the area of microwave effects is highlighted by it

having been featured in two separate chemistry news journals: Chemistry World and C & E News.

Our conclusions were not met without skepticism. A fervent proponent in opposition of the

existence of microwave effects, C. Oliver Kappe, responded to our publication with an essay

criticizing the validity of our work ultimately leading to a debate-style series of separate essays on

the matter. That these essays were published again demonstrates the controversial nature of this

topic, and underscores the need for further research in the area of microwave effects. While some

of Kappe s assertions were valid, there were also some design flaws in their presented data
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debunking  our work. The debate-style format allowed us to defend our work. The essays also

brought to light some deficiencies in our experiments; these deficiencies served not to weaken our

body of work, but rather strengthened our experimental design for future publications.74-75

To this point, the definition of microwave effects has been nebulous. Our latest work

attempts to better explain what we describe as microwave-specific thermal effects. These are

reaction rate enhancements that can only be achieved with the use of microwave radiation

(microwave-specific) that ultimately result from a build-up of molecular energy or heat (thermal)

of specific solution components in excess of the energy of the bulk solution. These postulations

are supported by ideas in chemistry and microwave physics, and are proven with conversion data

for reactions as well as deviations of the observed reaction kinetics from known kinetics.

Important in understanding our observations is understanding the difference between

thermal energy or heat (an extensive property) which promotes chemical reactivity and

temperature (an intensive property) which measures the thermal energy of an entire system at

thermal equilibrium. Our hypothesis, which states that chemical reactivity of a microwave-

absorbing solute in an otherwise-nonabsorbing system can be accelerated to rates that cannot be

duplicated by convective heating, invokes temperature differentials between the microwave-

absorbing solute and bulk solvent temperature. Temperature is no longer sufficient for measuring

reactivity, so we must rely upon deviations in reaction rate to calculate the effective temperature

(Teff). We believe that this work represents the first example of measuring the energy of a particular

reaction component as it applies to the existence of microwave-specific effects, and our observed

(and sometimes drastic) deviations in reaction rate are the first attempt to quantify the degree of

these effects.
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Concomitantly, we contributed to a study on the parameters affecting microwave-specific

effects in the Claisen rearrangement of allyl p-nitrophenyl either. That effects were observed with

this reagent proves that microwave-specific effects are not unique to the BnOPB system. While

we previously focused on steady-state microwave irradiation at high power, there is merit in

examining the various methods of microwave radiation application. Two major observations were

made. Firstly, perhaps the most commonly used method for microwave heating methods (constant

temperature) is poorly suited for the study of microwave-specific effects, and only modest

enhancements were observed. Secondly, pulsed microwave heating showed extremely compelling

rate enhancements, with best results counterintuitively shown at lower temperature and using

lower applied microwave power.

Taken in total, this body of work offers a strong foundation on which members of the

Dudley and Stiegman laboratories, as well as scientists in other laboratories interested in

microwave-specific effects across the world, may continue to build. While the work presented

herein represents the strongest body of work to date in support of the existence of microwave-

specific effects, it has only begun to scratch the surface of what may be a hard and tarnished metal.

Much more work remains to be done to clear the tarnish and identify all of the variables that may

affect the magnitude of microwave-specific effects, and even more work to scratch below the

surface of that metal to find out exactly how to use those variables to develop methods of exploiting

microwave radiation for the benefit of chemists of every discipline.
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